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Nove mber 26, 2002 -- Roberts Room, Scholes 230
The University of New Mexico

AGENDA TOPICS

TYPE OF ITEM/PRESENTER(S)

1. Approval of Agenda

ACTION

2. Acceptance of Summarized Minutes
3. Request for Posthumous Degree for

ACCEPTANCE

/

...di-a,,,v

tl c/(ef?_,

A_
CTION

De.bom

-+imotby..Wai:d4. Request for Posthumous Degree for Joseph Roybal

ACTION
Timothy Ward

5. President's Report

INFORMATION
F. Chris Garcia

6. Provost's Report

INFORMATION
Brian Foster

7. Faculty Senate President's Report

INFORMATION
Beverly Burris
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CONSENT AGENDA TOPICS
8. November Faculty Senate Committee Appointments

ACTION
Beverly Burris

ACTION
9. Forms C from the Curricula Committee
Beverly Burris
Revision of Major/Minor Classical Studies & Greek;
Foreign Languages & Literature
Revision of BS in Construction Engineering; Civil Engineering
Revision of BS in Civil Engineering; Civil Engineering
10. Fall Candidates List

ACTION
Beverly Burris
c:::i

DISCUSSION AGENDA TOPICS
11. Presidential Search Process Discussion

INFORMATION
David Archuleta, Virginia Seiser,
Amy Wohlert

12. Computer Use Committee Resolution

ACTION
Richard Howell

13.

Web Grade Presentation

INFORMATION
Kaye Reeves

14.

Proposed Academic Calendar

ACTION
Kathleen Sena

MEETING IS CLOSED TO ALL NON-SENATORS FOR THE FOLLOWING ITEM ONLY
15.

Honorary Degree Nominations

ACTION
Stephen Preskill

----------------------------

□
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16. Committee Business

DISCUSSION
Beverly Burris

17. Faculty Issues

DISCUSSION
Beverly Burris

18. New Business and Open Discussion
19. Adjournment

NOTES:
1. All faculty are invited to attend Faculty Senate meetings.
2. Full agenda packets are available at http://www.unm.edu/~facsen/
3. All information pertaining to the Faculty Senate can be found at http://www.unm.edu/~facsen/
4. Questions should be directed to the Office of the Secretary, Scholes 101, 277-4664
5. Information found in agenda packets is in draft form only and may not be used for quotes or dissemination of
information until approved by the Faculty Senate.
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The University of New Mexico
FACULTY SENATE
2002~2003

• new Senator

.. n,elec:ted Senator

ANDERSON SCHOOLS OF MANAGEMENT
John Schatzberg •••••••••• ••••••••••••• ••••• •• •••• •••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• 2001-2003
•Avrahanl Shama ................................................................... 2002-2004
ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING

"Teresa Co_rdova ··.........................................."': ..............:....:••- 2002,,2004
ARTS & SCIENCES

•eopanna ~llacha~ lSpeech lrffearing_~ f .....::·~.2-2004
Lisa Broldy (SOCIOiogy) ........................................................
..Richard Cripps (Biology) ...................................................
•Judy Hendiy(Cqmm~nlc;atlorr& Journalism). ........- ........
Barry Kues (Earth & Planetary Sciences) ...........................
Robert Leonard (Anthropology) ...- .....................................
Byron Lindsey (Forlang&Ut) .............................................
Teny Lorin (Mathernatis) ......................................................
~ lit lenit .(Spanleti_& Portilgl,1888 .-:....,...'!' ••: ............~.
' A n i t a - ~ (English) .....! ~................
Janet Patterson (Speech & Hearing Sciences) ..................
Susan Rivera (Spanish & Portuguese) ...............................
Bazan Romero (American Studies) .....................................

2001-2003
2002-2004
2~-2004
2001-2003
2001-2003
2002-2004
2001-2003
2002-2004

'!'·····..·~···;.......... ~2-2004

2001-2003
2001-2003
2001-2003

'fhomas w ~ tloc~) .......::...............:~.... i.··-'•..:· 2!1Q2.:Jo04

1 vacancy ............................................................................... 2001-2003
1vacancy. •.............................................................................. 2002-2004
EDUCATION
William Bramble (Technical Education Center) ................. 2001-2003

"Nancy

~ouatt(P;Ji,slc;al Eclucaiio'n)- j ............;.............~-~-:•• -- ~

*Fred

Hashim°'° (Internal Medicine)

.................................. 2002·2004

Lourdes Irizarry (Internal Medicine) .................................... 2001-2003
Resigned 9/02
Scott Ness (Molecular Genetics & Microbiology) ............. 2001-2003
*Robert Orlando (Bk>Chemlstly & Molecutar Biology) ...... 2002-2004
Sherry Rogers (Cell Biology & Physiology) ....................... 2001-2003
John Scariano (Pathology) ................................................... 2001-2003
Robert Schenck (Orthopaedics) .......................................... 2001-2003
*Kenki ~ (Family & Community Medicine) ............... 2002-2004
•carotyn Voss (Internal Medrclne) ..... - ................................ 2002-2004
*James Wallace (Neurosclences) ........................................ 2002-2004
Dora Wang (Psychiatry) ........................................................ 2001-2003
Resigned 9/02
~iidra,Whisler (Pediatrics) ............................................... 2002-2004
*Stuart Winter (Pediatrics) .................................................... 2002-2004
~Meggan Zsemlye (Ob818trlca & Gynecology) .................2002•2004
2 vacancies ............................................................................ 2001-2003
1 vacancies ............................................................................ 2002-2004
NURSING

~Robeita ftell~ ...................................................................... 2002-2004

PHARMACY
,.Glreesh Gupchup ............................................................... 2002-2004
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
•~ark> .R ivera ..........................--........................................... 2002..2004

--Vfrg_lnla Shl~n (IOdlv~~I i=amlly f. Community Ed) • 200,.2004
Donald Zancanella (Lang Literacy & Soclocultural StudlesJ(J01-2003

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Ed DeSantls ........................................................................... 2001-2003

ENGINEERING

~Plain!" :Atanmov (Pheinl~i "

Nuc:lear E11gliieerlng) ••:. ~2-2~
oon Meng Chua (Civil Enlnertng) .................................... 2001-2003
Expired 2/03
~ E~hlml (Mechanical Englnee~ng) ........................:, 2~1-2003
Chris Smltb (Eleetilcal I Computar Engineering) .........,. 2002-~

FINE ARTS
Leslie Umphrey (Music) ........................................................ 2001-2003
Resigned 9/02
Gordon Kennedy ................................................................... 2002-2004
1 vacancy ••••••• ........ .. ..................................... ......................... 2001-2003

GALLUP
Connie Casebolt ....................................................................
Bruce Fredericks ...................................................................
Resigned 9/02
Paula Watt •••••••••••• ..................................................................
1 vacancy ...............................................................................

2001-2003
2001-2003
2001-2003
2001-2003

GENERAL LIBRARY
~er Bofdelan~ .........................................................,........ 2002-2004

LAW
Sherri Burr ............................................................................. 2001-2003

LOSALAMOS
•Dennis Davles-Wllson .........................................................2001-2003

Kate Massengale ................................................................... 2001-2003
Leave of Absence 01/03
M
EDICINE
Carr (Health Science Library & lnfor Center) .....2001-2003
'9IICe Cole (Obstetrics & ~118C01ogy) ....................... 2002-2004
.~Fran_ces Craig (Emergency Medicine)
2001-2003
reoory Franchini (Psychiatry ........................................... 2002-2004
Dav
Resigned 5/31/02
• Id Gonzales (Internal Medicine) .................................... 2001-2003
Nancy Greger (Pediatrics) ................................................... 2001-2003

::,ard

VALENCIA

.-Yonl Black ·········.. ·····························································-····· 2002-2004
AT LARGE
Steven Block (Music) ............................................................ 2001-2003
Beverly Burris (Sociology) ................................................... 2001-2003
"'Gregory C8jet8 (Lang LHeracy & SOclocultural Studlee) 2002·2004
Lee Francis (Native American Studies) ............................... 2001-2003
Resigned 8/29/02
*Gregory Gleason (Polltieal Sclencee) ......................- ...... 2002-2004
Harry Llull (General Ubrary) ................................................ 2001-2003
*Richard Meyer (Lang Uteracy & Soclocultural studlea) • 2002-2004
*stephen Pnlaklll (Educ Leadership & 0rg Laemlng) ....... 2002-2004
1 vacancy

Fact1lty Senat@ Srumnmnarii@d Mirruut@s
2002-2003 Faculty Senate
October 22, 2002

The Faculty Senate meeting for October 22, 2002, was called to order at 3:10 p.m., in the Roberts Room,
Scholes Hall, Room 230. Senate President Beverly Burris presided.
Senators present: Avraham Shama (Anderson Schools of Management), Bopanna Ballachanda (Speech
& Hearing Sciences), Lisa Broidy (Sociology), Richard Cripps (Biology), Judith Hendry (Communication &
Journalism), Barry Kues (Earth & Planetary Sciences), Robert Leonard (Anthropology), Byron Lindsey
(Foreign Languages & Literatures), Margo Milleret (Spanish & Portuguese), Anita Obermeier (English),
Janet Patterson (Speech & Hearing Sciences), Susan Rivera (Spanish & Portuguese), Thomas
Wadsworth (Sociology), William Bramble (Technical Education Center), Virginia Shipman (Individual
Family & Community Education), Donald Zancanella (Language Literacy & Sociocultural Studies), Nader
Ebrahimi (Mechanical Engineering), John Scariano (Pathology), Connie Casebolt (Gallup), Sever
Bordeianu (General Library), Sherri Burr (Law), David Gonzales (Internal Medicine), Robert Orlando
(Biochemistry & Molecular Biology), Sherry Rogers (Cell Biology & Physiology), Kerrie Seeger (Family &
Community Medicine), Alf Simon (Architecture & Planning-alternate for Teresa Cordova), Carolyn Voss
(Internal Medicine), Sandra Whisler (Pediatrics), Roberta Rehm (Nursing), Gireesh Gupchup (Pharmacy),
Ed Desantis (University College), Steven Block (Music), Beverly Burris (Sociology), Gregory Cajete
(Language Literacy & Sociocultural Studies), Gregory Gleason (Political Sciences), Harry Llull (General
Library), Richard Meyer (Language Literacy & Sociocultural Studies), Stephen Preskill (Educational
Leadership & Organizational Leaming), Meggan Zsemlye (Obstetrics & Gynecology), Scott Ness
(Molecular Genetics & Microbiology), David Scott (Physical Performance & Development-alternate for
Nancy Lough)
Senators attending portion of meeting: Koon Meng Chua (Civil Engineering), Eric Nuttall (Chemical &
Nuclear Engineering-alternate for Plamen Atanassov)
Senators absent: Toni Black (Valencia), Terry Loring (Mathematics), Bazan Romero (American Studies),
Laurence Cole (Obstetrics & Gynecology), John Schatzberg (Anderson Schools of Management), Robert
Schenck (Orthopaedics), Stuart Winter (Pediatrics), Christopher Smith (Electrical & Computer
Engineering), James Wallace (Neurosciences), Paula Watt (Gallup)
Excused absences: Kate Massengale (Los Alamos)
Guests present: No guests signed in
1.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
A motion and second was given for approval of the agenda. It was approved by unanimous voice
vote of the Faculty Senate.

2.

APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR SEPTEMBER 24, 2002
Minutes of the September 24, 2002 meeting were accepted as written.

3.

MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR CARL SCHULTZ
The following memorial minute was read by Professor Avraham Shama followed by a moment of
silence in honor of Professor Schultz.
MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR DR. CARL SCHULTZ

On Wednesday, August 7, 2002, Dr. Cart Schultz, Professor in the Department of Marketing, Information
and Decision Sciences, passed away. His loss is felt by all at the Anderson Schools of Management and
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the community at la~e. It_ is difficult to envision an academic year without Or. Schultz present; without his
concern for others, his quiet manner, his gentle assurance of highest standards in the classroom his
commi~me_n~ ~o student learning _and growth, his sense of humor (especially regarding his passio~ for
golf) , his c1v1hty to others, and his encouragement for living a balanced life.
Or. Schultz earned his Ph.D. in Operations Research from the University of North Carolina in 1979. He
subsequently accepted a faculty appointment at the Anderson Schools in 1979, rising through the
professional ranks to Professor in 1991. His research focused on seminal issues in operations
management. Dr. Schultz disseminated his research in the highest quality academic journals including
Decision Sciences, Journal of the Operational Research Society, Management Science and OMEGA for
which he has received considerable academic acclaim. Students consistently lauded Dr. Schultz for his
teaching effectiveness. They viewed his classes as tough but exceptional for their content and skill
development. He combined theory and practice while keeping classes lively with his subtle humor.
Carl's colleagues held him in the highest regard for his contribution to management education and
academic advancements in his field. However the collective sentiment is that our School and the
University community have lost someone very special; someone who deeply touched the lives of those
around him; who left the world a much better place for his presence; and , someone who simply cannot be
replaced. Carl, we will miss you.
4.

REQUEST FOR POSTHUMOUS DEGREE FOR RANDIN 8 . YAZZIE
The following request for a posthumous degree for Randin B. Yazzie was read by Senator Connie
Casebolt (Gallup) by the Upper Division Teacher Education Program at the Gallup Campus.

October 15, 2002
To: UNM Faculty Senate
The Upper Division Teacher Education Program at the Gallup Branch would like to request that a
posthumous Bachelors of Science degree in Elementary Education be conferred upon Mr. Randin 8 .
Yazzie. Mr. Yazzie was a student in good standing until his untimely death in the summer of 2002 du to
complications from a sustained battle with cancer. Cohorts in his teacher methods classes are currently
performing their student teaching requirement in area schools this current semester (Fall,2002).
We believe Mr. Yazzie deserved this degree because he had very nearly finished his degree
requirements. The Upper Division Teacher Education program at Gallup requires that student teachers
complete all of their course work in the various content areas prior to conducting their student teaching
semester. Mr. Yazzie was matriculating in the last of those methods courses when he simply became too
sick to continue. When asked why he wanted to continue with the education classes when he was so
close to death he said: "I enjoy being here and it keeps my mind off the seriousness of what I am facing .
On a more personal note we would also suggest that Randin was the first member of his family to work
toward a Bachelor's degree. He was a (Navajo) tribally enrolled member of the Sanders, AZ community
which meant he traveled 2 hours round trip to attend classes at UNM-Gallup. He did an outstanding job
in many of his classes including the construction of a model suspension bridge that was approximately 6
feet long and 3 feet tall for an engineering project demonstration. Additionally he was a substitute teacher
in the Sanders Valley School District which meant he was a teacher and role model there as well.
It is with great regret that our department unanimously makes this request for a posthumous degree but
we do believe that Mr. Randin Yazzie was a student deserving of a Bachelors degree in Elementary
Education. Please feel free to contact us at the Upper Division Teacher Education program in Gallup at
(505) 863-7612 if you have any questions or need additional information.
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A motio~ and se~nd were given to approve the posthumous degree for Mr. Yazzie and it passed
by unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate.
5.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Pre~ident F. Chris ~arcia noted that several appointments have been made recently. Diane
Gwinn from the Engineering Department is the new Executive Assistant to the President.
Professor Greg Cajete is the new Director of Native American Studies. Final stages of lntervie
for the position in the Office of Equal Opportunity are taking place, and an announcement will be
made in a few days about the decision . The President also noted that he is looking for a faculty
member who has expertise in the area of economic development to advise him. He hopes to
announce that name of that person within the next two weeks.
President Garcia reported that three weeks ago the Council of University Presidents for coll es
in New Mexico met to discuss their presentation to the Commission on Higher Education. The
consensus of the group is that there should be two priorities: 1) ask for the funding formula to be
funded at 100 percent, no matter what formula is used , and , 2) ask for compensation increa es
for faculty and staff.
Several questions were asked of President Garcia, one of which was a question about wh ther
anything was being done to address the renewal of the Higher Education Act. He said that UNM
has a lobbying firm, but nothing has yet developed.
President Garcia was asked if any specific preferences were being given to ext nded univ rsiti
regarding direct benefits from the new funding formula . He said that UNM would do w II in thi
area due to higher enrollment statistics, however, he pointed out that this is all very t ntativ at
this point.
Faculty Senate President Bever1y Burris asked if there has been any discussion about th
permanent fund. President Garcia said that there has been discussion about th fund and th
Commission on Higher Education is talking about amounts to withdraw and amounts th t mu t
put into the fund.

6.

PROVOST'S REPORT
Provost Brian Foster explained that reporting on extended services with regard to th funding
formula is questionable at the moment because at stake are courses at r mot sit s and wh th r
they receive as much as main campus sites.
Provost Foster was asked if the composition for web based or web enhanced courses Is th
same. He said that there is probably a difference as far as funding , but that UNM will not lo
anything, but will gain something.
Provost Foster reported that a meeting last Friday concerning appointment of faculty at the
branch campuses, the two speakers brought up faculty roles. The discussion led to questions
and discussion about the reauthorization of The Higher Education Act. Provost Foster said that
his perspective is that everything will change because higher education is changing ; that needs
are greater than they were historically; that parents no longer pay for everything; that students
take longer to finish college; and, that students want to get a degree to become more successful
in their lives. Provost Foster said that a significant change is that there may no accreditation but
a body that makes the decision on a national basis. All of these issues are important for
extensive discussion.
Provost Foster was asked how faculty can stay abreast of all the changes because at times
faculty are the last to know about changes that have already been made. An example was given
that syllabi from the College of Education are being studied by the State. Provost Foster said that

t~is is o_nly an example of what is to come. The Provost encourages all faculty to take part in the
d1scuss1on.
!hE: q~estion of whether these changes would have greater impact on public rather than private
mst1tut1ons was asked of the Provost. He said that there would probably be a greater impact on
public institutions.
Provost Foster reiterated that there are many issues that are important to the discussion and
there should be a lot more attention on all levels for addressing these changes.
Senate President Burris suggested a symposium for discussion of these issues. Provost Foster
said that would be a good idea because it is very important.
A question was asked about who the major driving force is for government control of education.
The Provost said there are several entities involved including politicians, the private sector,
underserved populations, workforce training groups, and others.
The Provost was asked about what is the progress of the committee charged with information
technology issues on campus. He said that he will report on this at the next Faculty Senate
meeting.
Provost Foster then wanted to give a heads up about a white paper he has written concerning
areas of distinction. He offered to provide an advanced copy to anyone who was interested in
commenting on it before it goes out to the entire faculty
7.

FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Senate President Beverly Burris reported that the three faculty members chosen to serve on the
Presidential Search Committee are Pope Moseley, Amy Wohlert, and Virginia Seiser. Regent
David Archuleta and the nominees will be invited to attend the November Faculty Senate meeting
to discuss the search process.
With regard to the Presidential forum resolution passed at the previous Faculty Senate meeting, a
draft proposal has been prepared by Senator Ed Desantis (University College) and will be
presented to the search committee.
Lobbying priorities were discussed at a meeting of New Mexico Faculty Senate Presidents and
three issues were identified for further attention: full formula funding; faculty and staff
compensation; and, a faculty regent position for each four-year institution. President Burris asked
for volunteers to help with working on these issues.
Senate President Burris reported that composition of the Faculty Club Committee is in place, but
the first meeting has not yet been scheduled. However, a first meeting will be called soon with
the Provost involved in the discussion. One idea that will be discussed is a university bed and
breakfast included with the faculty club idea so that visitors to campus have a place to stay.
Property is being discussed and looked at presently.
The Faculty Senate has been asked to nominate faculty for a Distinguished Professor Committee
(composed of at least five senior faculty members) to consider a recent nomination for
Distinguished Professor. Any nominations or interest in serving on the committee should be
directed to Senate President Burris.
The question of what kind of faculty are eligible for this committee was asked. President Burris
said it should be a full professor.
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A question abo~ whether the Faculty Club has full support was asked. President Burris said
there currently is some support for such a club. Another question about the Faculty Club was
why the last one was closed. President Burris said she heard that President Peck had closed it
because there was not enough profit in keeping it open.

8 & 9.

CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS
The following Forms C from the Curricula Committee were approved by unanimous voice vote of
the Faculty Senate:
New Concentration for MA in Communication, Communication & Journalism
Rev~s!on of AS !n Community Health Education, Health Careers/Gallup
Rev~s~on of AS m Community Health Education, Health Careers/Gallup
Rev1s1on of MA dual degree, MA/LAS-MBA, Latin American Studies
Revision of MOT, Occupational Therapy, Occupational Therapy Graduate Program
Revision of Masters in Physical Therapy Program, Orthopaedics & Rehabilitation
Revision of with Deletion of Concentration in Speech & Hearing Science, Speech
& Hearing Sciences

10.

FACULTY & STAFF BENEFITS COMMITTEE CHANGE
The Senate Operations Committee brings foiward a motion to change language in the charge of
the Faculty & Staff Benefits Committee charge. The portion of the charge being addressed
currently reads:
" ... two staff members nominated by the union ... "
and the proposed text is:
" ... one staff member nominated by each of the two largest unions ... ".
Senate President Burris explained that the CWA union requires by contract that it has
representation on the committee and that US-UNM has appointed a representative. Historically,
the CWA has had two representatives on the committee, but allowing for more than a total of two
representatives was discussed and rejected at the last Faculty Senate meeting. A motion and
second were given and the motion passed with one vote in opposition.

11.

CREDIT CARD RESOLUTION
Professor Pamela Olson (Individual Family & Community Education) presented the following
resolution:

RESOLUTION
The New Mexico State Legislature, Session 1, 1999, passed A Memorial...requesting the state
educational institutions to eliminate or curtail solicitations for credit cards. A copy is attached. In
response to their actions we are asking that the University of New Mexico, specifically, ASUNM, GPSA,
and the Faculty Senate endorse the following resolution:
WHEREAS the amount of consumer debt accumulated by college students is reaching an all' marketing practices attract students to sign up for credit cards by providing free
time high. Aggressive
gifts in exchange for filling out credit card applications; and
WHEREAS in a national survey of 1,260 students across 15 campuses nationwide by the United
States Public lntere~ Research Group found that, "students who obtain credit cards at on-campus
promotional tables carry larger balances and pay off their credit cards later than those who obtain cards
else where;" and
WHEREAS students are forced to repay their credit card debt with student loan monies, appeals
to family and friend~. cutting back on course work to increase the amount of time at paid jobs or even
dropping out of school; now, therefore, be it
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. RES~LVED, that the University community shall develop, adop and impl m nt a comp h n iv
credit education program and marketing practice policy by
-assessing a fee for educational programming
-restricting location of credit marketers
-requiring marketers to display Fair Credit Act information
E_xtensive discu~sion ensued with points being brought up about charging a larg r f to
to
discourage cr~1t ~rd companies from being on campus; the fact that allowing th compan
be on campus implies that UNM endorses their business; banning the credit card comp ni s
~mpletely; and allowing credit card companies to be on campus being d trim ntal to th
intellectual climate of the University.
Legal counsel has indicated to the committee bringing forward this resolution th t th amount o
th~ fee must be in proportion t~ the amount of money being spent on the edu lional program
being proposed to address the issues stated in the resolution. Professor Olson not that th
companies are already on campus and educating students about the pitfalls of ttin credit
cards should show that UNM does not endorse them. She also explained that bannln th
card companies entirely would cause all businesses on campus to be bann , and that som
businesses support programs on campus, including the Pathfinder.
A call on the question was requested , a motion and second mad and vot tak n. With on
opposition, the motion passed.

12.

COMMITTEE BUSINESS
The Senate Operations Committee has begun reviewing the structure of commltt
nd
discussing what needs to be done. Issues being discussed include: wh th r th r hould
,
more committees, less committees, ad hoc committees, a combination of committ
modification of charges, relaxation of the rather rigid composition of rul s, mor er rt iv n or
bli hm nt of
serving on committees, encouragement of participation by junior faculty, nd
new culture of academic citizenship.
Senator Harry Llull (General Library) said that small colleg s, lik th Ph rm cy nd Nu ing,
hat th r
have problems getting enough people to serve on committees. H add
some expertise on a few committees to address issues that ari , and h qu ion
colleges need representation on every committee. He said that h f I commi
out on junior faculty participation.
Senator Sandra Whisler (Pediatrics) said it would help with promotion
especially for those on north campus.

iv n

rvi

to
a
Senator Virginia Shipman (Individual Family & Community Education) id th r n
sequential process for new faculty since they need to l~am so much so qui~y, and th tit might
be better after code 3 designation to get those faculty involved. Senator Shipman d
th t 1
irs
would also help them if they understand parti~pation requirement~. Sh said_it would h Ip
if they knew what expertise is on each committee and that redefinm compo 1tion b e
rt,
would solve this issue.

?h

Senator Roberta Rehm (Nursing) noted that the Faculty Handbook on servi say~ you do no
earn tenure by service alone and this is un~ea~ to f!l~ny facu_tty. She added that it should~
taken into account that credit for junior service 1s m1mmal so 1t should not
an ove
elm1ng
burden. It was mentioned also that junior faculty can team a lot from service.
Senator Robert Leonard (Anthropology) pointed out tha_t he has felt l_ucky_in servin on vera~
committees because it has given him a better perspective on the umv rsrty and created
ch1ng
collaborations. He added that this service has been much better than department I rv,ce that

!

is much more burdensome.
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~enator Koo~ Meng Chua (Engineering) indicated that if he had been aware of some of the
issues committees face that he would not want to serve. He also said that there should be some
place where y~u ~n find out what committees are doing, what their goals and objectives are, and
that at the beg mnmg of each year the Senate Operations Committee should prepare a list of what
should be addressed for the year and then send it to the appropriate committee for action.
Senator Llull said he felt that the retreat was a good start on that this year.
Senator Desantis said that the impact of organization is sporadic due to monthly meetings and
that_ committ~es should act as the presence of the Senate and general faculty on a more regular
basis. H~ said that faculty has the opportunity to be heard with minimal process if committees
are working towards the annual mission of the Senate.
Senate President Beverly Burris said there needs to be more integration of the Senate and
committees.
Senator Byron Lindsey (Foreign Languages & Literatures) said he feels that the weakness of
faculty governance is the actual issue and that President Burris is working hard on chang ing that
problem. He added that there is a certain disconnect to those who are active and those who are
only partially active and it is not based on whether they are junior or senior faculty. He feels there
is an outreach problem and that if the Senate comes up in regular faculty meetings, the Senate is
dropped immediately. So, the question is how to get faculty interested.
Senate President Burris suggested a representative from each department, and added that if the
Senate is doing important things then faculty will listen.
A point was made about socializing faculty into governance, including the post tenure period.
Senator Llull questioned how is it possible to become a community. He noted that there is
presently an administration who wants faculty governance to work so this is a good opportunity
for changing the climate of the university.
A senator from north campus said he has not yet felt that anything addressed in the Faculty
Senate meetings warrants his reporting it to his department, and that having administration leave
the meeting right after their reports did not allow for further communication with them .
Senate President Burris said that administrators leave the meeting in order that senators have
more time to discuss issues without their influence.
The issue of the scheduling resolution passed last year by the Faculty Senate and the fact that it
did not have any effect on the outcome to resolve the issue came up, and it is felt that perhaps
the Senate is toothless.
Senate President Burris said that she feels the criticism was good but that you do not always win.
The idea of ad hoc and task forces rather than committees so that faculty do not feel so
overwhelmed was appreciated by one Senator. Committees tend to drag issues on while task
forces produce a report to address the issue.
Senate President Burris said the current discussion is helpful and she will bring back some further
ideas for the next meeting . She encouraged ~ny furth~r ideas or discus~ion about comm_ittees for
a few minutes after the meeting or by contacting her directly.. ~he mentioned that a few ideas the
Senate Operations committee have discu~ include com~mmg the Student Co_nduct, Student
Publications and Student Union committees mto one committee for Student Affairs. She asked
senators to think about whether the Campus Planning Committee is out of date; whether the

7

Computer Use Committee needs a broader charge; and, whether the International Affairs
Committee should be eliminated. She added that a recommendation from the chair of the
University Honors Committee has suggested that the committee be eliminated . Also, the
Teaching Enhancement Committee appears to be redundant due to CASTL, however it is
possible that if the charge is changed, it would be a viable committee.
Senator Leonard wanted to make a comment about the issue brought forth regarding there not
being a lot to take to north campus. He noted that sometimes the Faculty Senate does not hear
about what happens in other administrative meetings like the Planning Council , and they often do
speak to faculty concerns. He said that those moments are not seen, but there are things like the
constitution of the Presidential Search Committee where these type of discussions take place.
He added that there have been some accomplishments that may not be visible .
13.

FACULTY ISSUES
Senate President Burris said that the plan is to have some topical forums over the next one to two
years that address issues of high interest, some of which were touched on today. Some issues to
be discussed will be the need for a core curriculum reevaluation; use of standardized tests ; the
implementation of post tenure review policy; the decline in standards faculty are using overall;
extra compensation flexibility; and, the future of higher education .
Other issues mentioned were: parking on north campus where people are paying for parking that
is not available; the increase of web based education and impact on faculty workload and
intellectual property; the fact that during commencement the platform group that includes Regents
who have snacks and drinks available does not include all faculty participating in commencement;
and, the serious issue of comprehensive reviews of programs that the Faculty Senate endorsed
through the Strategic Plan.

14.

NEW BUSINESS AND OPEN DISCUSSION
No other new business and discussion took place due to the time.

15.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 5:03 p.m.

Respectfully submitted

Vivian Valencia
University Secretary

Donna Hoff
Technical Publications Coordinator
Office of the Secretary
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3. MEMORIAL MINUTES FOR PROFESSOR HENRY TREWHITT
Bob Gassaway (Communications & Journalism) read the following memorial minute for Professor
Henry Trewhitt.

RESOLUTION FOR POSTHUMOU D
SEAN ELICKER

R

Hank Trewhitt Memorial Minute

Hank Trewhitt, a professor emeritus in the Department of Communication and
Journalism at the University of New Mexico, died January 23, 2003, at his home.
He was 75. Trewhitt was born in Cleveland, Tennessee in 1927. During World
War II he joined the Navy, which sent him to UNM for flight training. He met his
wife, Barbara, at UNM. He became editor of the Daily Lobo and graduated in the
first class of journalism students at UNM in 1949. His first job was as the Los
Alamos correspondent for the Santa Fe New Mexican. He later worked at the
Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times, the Baltimore Sun, Newsweek and U.S. News &
World Report. At Los Alamos, he covered the invention of the Hydrogen Bomb -just the first of many major world stories he covered. He worked in more than 100
countries, learned to speak German fluently and had a working knowledge of
Spanish and French. He was in East Berlin the night the East Germans raised
the Berlin Wall. He later covered the White House during the Watergate era, he
was in Vietnam several times during the war there and developed substantial
expertise on the history of the Middle East and its conflicts. For 20 years he was
a regular panelist on the weekly PBS television show "Washington Week in
Review." Trewhitt resigned as chief foreign correspondent and deputy managing
editor of U.S. News & World Report to come to UNM in 1989 as an assistant
professor. He later was tenured and promoted although he had earned only a
bachelor's degree. He also studied at Harvard for a year - at age 25 the
youngest person ever to be awarded a Neiman Fellowship. In addition, he held
two honorary doctorates, including one from UNM. He also held the Zimmerman
Award from the UNM Alumni Association Novelist and journalist Tony Hillerman,
also a professor emeritus of the UNM Department of Journalism and a former
chair of the department, said Trewhitt "is the sort of man you dream about getting
on a journalism faculty. Not only did he have a distinguished record ... but he was
a damn fine teacher." Trewhitt was highly respected by his students, although he
had a reputation for being a demanding professor. Trewhitt said one reason
journalism students found him demanding was, "I awaken them to the difficulty of
doing it right." Although he retired in 1997, Trewhitt continued to teach as the
writing coach of the Daily Lobo. Two days before his death, he and I were
planning a class for this semester. And the day before his death, he was in his
office at the Lobo to talk to students. Hank will long be missed. But he left an
indelible mark on the students he taught - and there were hundreds of them in
his time at UNM. Trewhitt is survived by his wife, Barbara, of Albuquerque and
their son, Jeffrey, of Washington, D. C., and his wife and two children.
The Faculty Senate President Burris observed a moment of silence in memory of Professor
Henry Trewhitt.
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philosophy.

Applicants are normally expected 10 have an undergraduate
degroe In the subject matter with a grade point average of 3 .o
or better; appllcants not presenting these minimum requirements may apply for acceptance with deficiencies as determined by the graduate unit. Applicants are also requested to
send a copy of a letter of intent directly to the Graduate
Advisor of the department in order to provide any information
relevant to their background or plans for graduate study.

Assistantships

'344. Topics In Latin Literature in Translation. (3 to a
maximum of 6) 6

Track A: (Civilization track)

(Also offered as Comp L. Engl 344 .) Topic will deal with indi•
vidual authors. genres. or periods .

Prerequisites: 6 hours Latin 101-102 or Greek 101-102; 3
hours Classics 107 (Greek Mythology) or History 101 or
English 292

The Department aw ards a limited number of assistantships,
either as a Teaching Assistant or as a Graduate Assistant.

Required: 30 hours at 200 level or above, including:

The Program
The M .A. degrees in Comparative Literature/Cultural Studies,
French and German are offered under both Plan I and Plan II;
students should contact the appropriate graduate units for
any requirements specific to a particular program. Please
contact the French advisors for information about the Ph.D. in
Romance Languages.

The required course work must Include at least one 3-credithour course In critical theory and one 3-credit-hour course in
teaching methods (the latter is required only of Teaching
Assistants); students should try to take these two required
courses during their first year of graduate study. Alf other
courses will be determined by a student's goals and interests
In consultation with their Graduate Advisor. Students in
French or German may take up to 6 hours of course work out•
side their graduate units without requesting special permission from the Graduate Advisor.

Summer Schools

1. 6 hours Latin 201-202 or Greek 301-302
2. 3 hours Classics 204 (Greek Civilization)
3. 3 hours Classics 344 ( T/latin Literature in Translation)
--0r- 345 (T!Greek Literature in Translation)
4. 3 hours Art History above 200 in a course including the
ancient world
5. 6 hours History 313 (Greece) and 314 ( Rome)
6. 9 hours (3 courses) from among the following (substitutes must be approved in advance by the director of the
program):
Philosophy 201 (Greek Philosophy,
Art History 201 (History of Art ~
Art History 315 (Ancient Ar()
Comparative Literature 223 or 380 (not both)
Another 300 level Classics course which has not
been included already, or another History course
e.g ., Alexander the Great. Ancient Near East.
(Neither of the above two courses may be included which has
also been counted In #4 above.)
30
Track 8 : (Language track)

The Oeper1ment also sponsors two Intensive summer prognims, one In French and one in German. Graduate students
whO attend the Francophone 0< German Summer Schools will
receive appropriate credit for courses taken towards their
lld\lanced degrees (N.8.: Attendance at the German Summer
School is required ol all graduate students in the German
program). For current Information about these programs.
please consult the summer school offices.

Chinese (Chin)
Jlan Zhu, Advisor. Ortega Hall 3270, 277-5421
No major or minor study offered.

Minor Study Requirements
18 hours of courses ,ncludmg Lalln 201 ·202 or Gree
302 and 12· hours ol Class,cs courses above 200
rorn. 204 , 205, 344, or 345. HISt 313. 314· Phol 201 .
201 , 315

201. ~ l a l l l Chinese. (3) (Fall}
202. lntennedl.tte Chinese. (3)
Pr«equtstte· 201 or equivalent. {Spnng)

203. ChlneM Col'l'lflNllon. (1)
Ei!1t1I l)l'IICtl0e In spealcing Chinese !Of students enrolled
ChloeH 201 and 202. (Fan, Spnng)

I 6 ol the 12 11()\/_<
1n

Classics (CLSCS)

291.
FOf 411'1
301402. Adva~ Chlnue. (3,3)
Emphui:%es r.adlng and techniques ol tron:slating. eSDeC1ally In l'nOdefn Chtnne wn11ng

,bove 300

with the program director 10 C1es1gn \heu <:Ours,, ot ·
A complete list ol courses attihated w,t~, .Jhe P,
Comparalive Literature and Cultural Studies 1s ava11
the Department ol Foreign Languages and L
(Ortega Hall. 2nd Floor) every semester and 1s also .
in The University of New Mexico Schedule ol Class,

The Undergraduate Major

'345. Topics In Greek Literature In Transtatlon . (3 to a
maximum of 6) 6
(Also offered as Comp L. Engl 345 .) Topic will deal with individual authors, genres or period.

498. Reading and Research for Honors. (3)
Open only lo juniors and seniors approved for departmental
honors. Senior thesis based on independent research .
499. Honors Essay. (3)
Open only to seniors enrolled in departmental honors.
Prerequisite: permission of supervising instructor.

Comparative literature
and Cultural Studies
Diana Robin, Director
The University of New Mexico
Ortega Hall 353C, (505) 277-3683. 277-4771
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Pamela Cheek, Advisor
The University of New Mexico
Ortega Hall 327B, (505) 277-3810, 277-4771
Albuquerque. NM 87131

Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies is an 11
plinary major with concentrations in Cultural Studies.
Literatures. and Film Studies. Students complete 30 ,
course work. The lntroduchon to World Cultures an,
Theory (9 credits) provides students with a survey
literatures and cultures and introduces lhem to analy
tural productions through crilical and cultural theConcentration (12 credits) offers lhe opportunity top,
individualized interdisciplinary program of study b·
courses chosen in consultation with the advisor lor lh
The Cultures and literatures (9 credits) componen
major broadens a student's awareness ol the diversit
tural productions around the world . Students may ch
write an honors essay as the capstone to their work E
\his is an interdiseiplinary program offered by the Dep
of Foreign Languages and literatures in con1unct1on "
iated departments, students will need to worl< closely
advisor for the major in order to construct an app
program of study. The advisor will determine which ,
outside of Foreign Languages and L11eratures may be
lo the major.

I. The Introduction to World Cultures .
Critical Theory-9 credits

Advisory Committee:

Prerequisites:
Latin 101-102 (6 hours)
Greek 101-102 (6 hours)
t . (Language courses)
A. 6 hours of Latin courses numbered above 200
6 additional hours in Lahn courses above 300
and 9 hours of Greek courses above 300;
--0rB. 12 hours of Greek courses numbered above 300.
6 hours of Latin courses above 200. and
3 hours of Lahn courses above 300.
2. One course in Greek or Roman History (3 hours)
Classics 204, 344, or 345 (3 hours)
One additional course fr0<n among lhOse named in
6 above (3 hours).
JO

101. Elemfflt.ry Chinese. (3) {Fall]

102. Elementary Chinese. (3) (Spring}

205. Roman Clvlllzatlon. (3)
(Also offered as Phil . Hist. Art Hi 205.) An interdisciplinary
introduction to ancient Rome. Lectures on Roman literature.
history, art, and philosophy.

The studenl majoring in Classical Sludies will choose one of
two !racks, depending on the wish to concentrate in Greek
and Lalin (track B) or take a broader spectrum of courses
relating to the ancient world (track A) . Those students wishing
to pursue graduate study in the Classics are advised to
choose track B.

::.t\JOents ,n the P'o0'"•""' l>Uf"au• an tnd,vtd\Aalt
course Of Study wirr, a C<>ncenlratton 1n tuuura1 ti
cntfcism. him Sludies or nahonal ltleratures Studenl
ed in the major. minor. M A . or graduate minor shot,

Susanne Baackmann , Foreign Languages and Literatures
Beth Bailey, American Studies
Geoffrey Batchen, Art and Ar1 H1s1ory
Gus Blaisdell, Media Arts
8eYeriy Burris, Soaology
Pamela Cheek. Foreign Languages and Literatures
Monica S. Cyrino, Foreign Languages and literatures
Susan Dever, Media Arts
David Fart>er, History
Mirvose Gwin, English
Gary Hamson, English
Kathleen Howe, Urvver51ty Art Museum
Elonbet11 HU1ct11son. History
Ira Jaffe. Media Arts

Oebor.itt Jenson, Foreign Languages and Lrteratures
NaJasha ~
. Fore,gn Languages and Uteratures

Louis l.amphere, Anthropok)gy

~ T. Liodsey, Foreign Languages and Uteratures
'2. Spanish & Po,tuguese
, Foreign languages and Literatures
m, Foreign languages and Uteratures
e,gn Languages an<! Literatures
"1lerican Stuaies
r, Fore,gn Languages and Literatures
Of"e,gn languages and Lner,nures
--~- ... t:ngfist,

Comp L 260, or equivalent, subject to approval of the ,
or advisor of the program; the remaining 6 credits may
filled with the following courses: Comp l 223. Comp
Comp L 380. M Lang 101. Greek 107, Class,cs 344. C
345, French 335, German 336. Japanese 339. Russia
Russian 338 , or equivalents. also sub1ec1 to p1
approval.

II. The Concentration-15 credits
Students Choose a concentrat,on 1n one Of three
(Cultural Studies. Nat>onaJ Literatures, Film Studle~
select appropnate courses numbered 300 an<! at>ove Ir,
'olfow,ng programs and departments afflhale<l wrth the
Program 1n Compara11ve l.Jterature and Cultural S1
Foreign Languages and Uteratures. Amencan S ~
History. English, Media Arts (Film). Span,Sh and Portu~
History. Anthropology. Poh11ca1 Science and Wo·
Sludtes
A The Cultural Studies and Theory Concen11
Courses ctiosen ,n 11'1,s concentratJon wdl normany
on a11Jcal and cultural theory and win pr0Y1de sru ~
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Yes, have you resolved these issues with department/ ranch involved? _____ (attach statement)
,ect Date of Proposed Change _Summer_ _ _~--• _2003 _ _ __

(1)
(1)

1~
No_X_

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·:~~~---·-·- -· ·----~~e~---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-q·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· ·
Required Signature•
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~

Department Chairperson _ _____,,'-,,__~.,_.....,...._-=--,-.,..,..--Oean of Library Services ( l t n e c e s ~ ~
CIRT (If n e c e s s a r y ) , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary)__________
College or School Faculty (If necessary) -----=--....,...,.,,-7r"":--College or School Dean/Director of l n s t r u c t i o ~ ~

FS Graduate C o m
1i ~~ i t t e e~

~

FS Currpicula Ctofm · d e ~
-~--A
ssoc. rovos or
airs
..,.-+-'----Faculty .Senate__________________

Dat e: -..c;~..,,,,.~~~-'----~,~)..
Date:
Date: - - - - - - - - Date: _________
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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The Bachelor of Science Program in Construction Engineering is accredited by the Engineering
Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology.
Total hours for Graduation: W.

\3o
EngineeringiCivil Engineering First Galley; 9/J/2002.
Page ◄

First Year-First Semester

Credits

Engl 101

Composition I: Exposition1

3 ✓

Math 162L

Calculus I

4 ✓

Chem 121L

General Chemistry /Lab

ME 101L

Introduction to Engineering Methods

3

Core Humanities Elective 1

3v

✓

WI~

""'- a "\

c½e c ~

-+l

17
Second Semester
Engl 102

Composition II: Analysis and Argument1

3v

Math 163L

Calculus II

4 ✓

CS 151L

Computer Programming Fundamentals/Lab

3✓

Physcs 160

General Physics

3v
3v

Core Fine Arts Elective 1

Q S \M. o. V\ ~ e C-Ovl <.Ac'.

16

Second Year-First Semester
Math 264L

Calculus Ill

Physcs 161

General Physics

C E202

Engineering Statics

CE 283L

Transportation System Measurements
Introductory Macroeconomics1

Econ 105

Second Semester
Math 316

Applied Ordinary Differential Equations

CE 210L

Gor=istruetior=i Materials Laboratory

CE277

Basic Planning and Estimating 3

E306
Engl219

Dynamics
Technical Writing

Core I lum~nitie~ Eleeti't•e 1

Third Year-First Semester

___.._.

M&lh 814
C E 302
OE909L

Meef:::laniee ef Malarial laboratory

CE 331L

Fluid Mechanics/Lab

C E350
- - / CE352

c.~ 35<t°3D5 L

Linear Algol3ra
Mech of Materials

Engineering Economy
Computer Applications in Civil Engineering

P'1>6 ~ S~a.t

t-

~G

37
17

Engineerlng,Civil Engineering First Galley: 9/J/2002.
Pages

~

Second Semester
CE308

Structural Analysis

CE 310L

Structural Design I

CE 360L

Soil Mechanics/Lab

C E470

Construction Methods and Equipment

3✓

Principles of Financial Accounting

3 '

. Mgt 202

Fourth Year2 -First Semester
C E 472

Construction Contracting

C E477

Advanced Planning and Estimating

CE 478

Design of Temporary Support Structures

CE 495

Construction Internship
Elomontc gf Mathomatisal Statictic5, and
Prebt!hility lilrle;~·
Core Second Language Elective 1

Se.co.n~ Semester
Q.. ~

,O'i

Evi<=>i1V1.ee ... , ~ E.~1~$

CE 479L

Methods Improvement/Lab

C E490

Ci'til Engifleering Professional Proeliee

CE 499L

Design of Civil Engineering Systems

Mgt 303

Managerial Accounting

1

Core Social/Behavioral Sciences Elective 1
Engr Sci elective EECE 203
-or-Ch-NE/M E 301
16

NOTES:
1.
2.

Specific Core Curriculum requirements.
Students must take the Fundamentals of Engineering Exam prior to graduation.
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UNM DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING (130 hrs)
Student# - -- - - - - - FE Exam taken

Name:
Transfer Hours Accepted:

..L,-~ '

Fall

~)•

----

.

-. . ~ ,"
•, ;~•ii~fi~~

. ..,•·,-:

"

f

..

Gr

Cr

0

Engl

102

Comp II : Analys & Arg

3

-

0

Math

163L

Calculus II

4

3
3
-

0

cs

151L

Comp Prog Fund/Lab

3

0

Physcs

160

General Physics

3

-

Core Fine Arts Elective

3

Engl

101

Comp I: Exposition

3

-

Math

162L

Calculus I

4

Chem

121L

General Chem/Lab

ME

101L

Intro Engr Methods

--

-

Core Humanities Elective

4

0

0

. f,

t ;,~~,~---~,.

Gr

Cr

Pts

:~l

., • ~i,J~'."I! ••.

Spring

:·· . . ~. . ,··. \j.i~' ·. : . . ~ ·~;. '
FRESHMAN YEAR

'

0

-

0
0
0
0
0 .00

0

0.00

Pts

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Cr

Gr

Cr

Pts

Pis
0

3

-

Comp Appl Civil Engr

3

-

0

306

Dynamics

3

0

219

Technical Writing

3

-

Math

264L

Calculus Ill

4

-

0

Math

316

Appl Ord Diff Equas

3

Physcs

161

General Physics

3

0

CE

277

Constr Project Mgt•

CE

202

Engineering Statics

3

-

0

CE

352

CE

283L

Trans System Measure

3

0

ME

Econ

105

Principles of Macro

3

-

0

Engl

0

Gr

0
0 .00

0

0.00

0

JUNIOR YEAR
Cr

Gr

Cr

Pts
0

CE

308L

Structural Analysis

3

-

0

CE

310L

Structural Design I

4

-

0

CE

360L

Soil Mechanics/Lab

4

0

CE

470

Const Mthds & Equip

3

-

0

-

Core Humanities Elective

3

CE

302

Mech of Materials

3

-

CE

305L

Civil Engr Material/Lab

4

CE

331L

Fluid Mechanics/Lab

4

CE

350

Engineering Economy

3

CE

354

Prob & Stat for CE

3

0

Gr

0

-

0

0
0
0
0.00

0

0 .00

Pts

SENIOR YEAR
Cr
CE

Advanced Ping & Estg

CE

472
477
478

CE

495

Construe Internship

Mgt

202

Prin of Finan Acctg

-

Core Second Lang Elect

CE

-

Constr Contracting

Design of Temp Struc

Gr

3
3
1
3
3 3

0

0

CE

409

Engineering Ethics

1

0

CE

479L

Mthds lmprovemnVLab

3

0

CE

499L

Design of CE Systems

3

0

Mgt

303

Managerial Acctg

3

Core Soc/Behav Sci Elect

3

EECE 203L or

3

ChNE/ME 301

0

0
0

3 3 3

3
OVERALL HOURS & GPA

Gr

Pts

0

-

0
0
0
0
0
0.00

• indicates a course offered through Albuquerque TVI

3

-

EngrSciElct

0.00

Be~ated CQ!.l[S~S
None

Cr

Pts

0

0
0

NOTES

0

1.

Core electives from approved list.

0

2.

CE 499L must be taken during the final semester of the program.

0

3.

Student must take FE exam prior to graduation.

ERR
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CE07/2002
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CORE
Behavioral
Science

CORE
Humanities

CORE

ME 101L
Intro Engr
Methods

Second
Language

Math 162L
Calculus I

,

CE 283L
.,,surveying I

,

CORE

CORE

Humanities

Fine Arts

CS 151L
..,comp Prog ,
Fund/Lab

CE 352
.. ,c omp Appl
in CE

Mgt 202
Prin Finan ,
Accounting

Mgt 303
.,,Managerial
Accounting

Senior
Standing \
VVVVVVVV\

CE472
Construction
Contracting

Econ 105
H C E 350
Principles of
Engineering
Macroecon
Economy

CE 470

General
Chem/Lab

I

1CE 479

Construction L------Methods
Methd Equip
lmprovemnt

............ . ,..........
)EECE 203L
)Circuit
)Analysis I

1

)ME 301
\Thermo)dynamics

···········•·'I.'•·······--

CE 354
Prob & Stat
for Engrs

\

j

CE 308L
Structural
Analysis

•--• u• ••••• •• •.. ••••••••••'

CE 478

Math 163L
Calculus II

,

.,,Mechanics
of Material

,

I

►

ICE 202
Engineering
Statics

I

7

/

►

IME 306L
Dynamics

ICE277

Engl219
Technical
Writing

Construct
Proj Mgt

CE 331 L
1

I

►1Flu i d

:CE 499L

1------:Design of

!CE Systems

CE 360L
Soil
Mechanics

CE 305L
Civil Engr
Materials

Physics 160
Mechanics

.,IStructural
Design I

CE409
Engineering
Ethics

CE 477
Adv. Ping &
Estimating

CE 495
Construction
Internship

11 ~

~

I

Engl 101
Comp I:
Exposition

Fundamtls
Engineeri ng
Exam

Engl 102
Analysis &
Argument

BS, Construction Engineering

Name

-

-
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- - -
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. pEGRE,E/PROGRAM CHANGE

CIPCODE

.·.f~:M.C Date:

Aooip,lb)'Aoooc,..
" ' - for Andcmic Alfllir,

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
8.
7.
8.

July 19, 2002

J. W. Hall

Q.

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing (All lour copifl)
Dean ol Library Servicn (if nec:HNry)
CIRT (Comp & Inform Rn & Tech), (If neceuary)
College Curriculum Committee (II nee.nary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
FS Curricula CommittN

1::0
l ci,
:o
: ci,

1<·

IQ
: ci,

Aaaociate Pr~t for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

(Name ot indMdual initialing form)

Professor, CE 7-1418
(Title, position, telephone number)

*Plan for curricular orocess to take at least 12 months

Civil Engineering
(Department/Oiviaion/Prog111m/Branch)

Mark appropriate Program :
Undergraduate Degree Program

[KJ

Graduate Degree Program

D

This form is for

Bachelor of Scien
1oJN~orE · ~ ,

I This program Is or would be loc~;f)_,P~rrent u[del'gr~~Jelgraduate catalog on

u,, .,'•,.
'·
·-·--- . -- -- -- - . ------ - ----·--- . -. -· -- --- . -· - -- . - . -- - --- - . - --. ------ - ·-· - . - . ---·------- ·-·- .---· - . - . . ·~~,,-. . -- - ------·- ·-. - . -- - -- ·- . - ..
/For Existing degree only)

page(s)

NEW:

Degree

BS
l'IP<

Major
Minor
Concentration
Certificate

~
n

REVISION OF:

.

□~

CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ

[KJ

CJ
CJ
CJ

353-354

·

DELETIONS:

D
D
D
D

~□
1)~/17
I

~

"S« New Unit, Poli<)- Gwdrlbtu book
: Aniholilr rrom lht l'rov0t0'1 Offi<e

<,

U . ' / .. ,
NAME CHAN~j

1m

:a

1

: (1)

: -,

G

: (1)

1~ ~

1~
; Q)

(£

1a
c
: ..,

D

: Q)

(

13
:(1)

D
D
D

Cl

C
IJ

Cl

(

D

D

D

.

I

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog . See current catalog for format within the respective
college (attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed .

The text description for this degree remains the same; the curriculum changes are limited to the following:
,-;:;z._ _ O L-/
• Math 314 and Stat 345 are being dropped from the curriculum and will be replaced by a new 3-h course, CE 354 =JQk/n / v
<• CE 270L and CE 303L are being dropped from the curriculwn and will be replaced by a new 4-h course, CE 305L - ~ 1 16- u /r<
: C~ 490 will be replaced by CE 409, AOA EECE 409 and ME 409 0 4:!_
Mmor movements of courses from one semester to another, see attached curriculum sheet

l: m
~
::,
-:: (1)

1~

.•: 0.

in
: 0)

l ii>
10
;o

"T
QI
0

C

'<
(/.

~

QI

<i>
(';

......
C

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

0
C

c

The first two changes will bring our constmction engineering program into compliance with current regulations from our
a~crediting agency for the BS program in construction engineering. The third change brings the program into compliance
with the curriculum as currently offered.

3

()
0

3
3

a

Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. c11 necessary)
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of Individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. c11 necessary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/ ranch involved? _____(attach statement)
Effect Date of Proposed Change _Summer_ _ _ _ _ _, _2003 _ _ __

~~-=

(1)
(1)

No_X_

··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·:~~~---·-·- : ·----~-y~---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-··

"'""'"""•Mt,m,

Department Chairperson

~

<1tnece5f;Y~

Date:

.' 1.~l17~~

Dean of Library Services
CIRT c11necessaryJ,___________________
College Curriculum Committee (II necessary)__________
College or School Faculty (lfnecessaryJ _ _ _ _........,r--,,_........,,___
College or School Dean/Director of l n s t r u c t i o ~ ~
FS Graduate Committee (lflpplicableJ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Date:
Date: _'________
Date: _________
Date: - - - - = - - ~ - - - Date:
~
Date:
~

FS Curricula Committee
Assoc. Provost for Academic A f f a i r s ~
:-Faculty S e n a t e - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - -

Date:
Date: _Ti.
__.._J_~
_ _,____y____~----Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~~

a};i../o

!jit"7t~

l~
; 0)

1;·

-·-·· . . -----

----- -:- · --. ---
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3

··- loncwlllll,8 nwp,og,ambuldllcn•~~dndlllOnal
.. ,i,1i..:.111 .-,oa. ~ and dNign. augnwnt«I
by COUtM9 In c,cneltUCIIOn ~ and management. II
meets
Ille nNds ltlON atudentS whO are lnteteSted in
heaVY and lndUStrlal (X)llS1ructlon.
The Bact18lo< o4 ScienCe Program In ConstruetiOn Engineering
Is accredlled by the E ~ Ao;iadltaliol, eoo,mlssiOn of

3

3 Departmental Honors
3 Eligible students in the Department of Civil Enginet
3 urged to enroll in the Honors Program. Crvil enginee
3 dents may graduate with ~ I Honors (honors in
Core Second Language Elective
3 studies) or with Departmental Honors or with both.lnlt
15 is available !TOm college or university advisors. .
University Honors Center.
FoUrth Year-First Seme1ter
cCEE4475L
72 Construction Contracting
3
Construction Safety
3
CE4TT Advanced Planningand Estimating
3
CE 478 Design of Temporary Support Structures 3 Graduate Advl110r
CE495 Construction
Internship
1 Bruce M.Thomson
fine Arts Elective1
3
Deadline
16 Appflcatlon
Fall semester:
July 15
Spring semester:
Second Seme1ter
November 10
CE 470 Construction Methods and Equipment 3 Summer session:
April29
CE 471 Construction Professional Practice
1
NOTE: Early application is recommended
CE479L Methods Improvement
3
dates also apply lo< financial aid
Construction elective2
6
Mat Elective2
3

16
NOTES:
1
Specific Core Curriculum requirements.
2 Students must take Iha Fundamentals of Engineering
exam prior to graduation.

°'

the ~tlon Board tor Engmeering and TechnOk>gy.

CurriculumIn
ConstructionManagement

Total houfS tor Grac:tualion:131

Graduate Program

Cl'9dlts
AntEr,<Year-Ant
SemMtef I:Exposition1
3 Construction Management Is afour-year program that comJ 101 CompOSition
4 bines baSic physical science, management. business. and
Ma1h 162L CalcUIUS 1
4 field construction knOWledge.The development of manageChem 121L Genenll ChefflistrY/1..ab
3
and entrepreneurial instinets isamajor objective of this
ME 101L lnt,oduclioll to Engineering Methods
program. Abroad baekground inthe theo,y and reality o4
1 ment
~ Huall!i1ln Ele<;lMl1
17 construetiOn practice is provided by construction courses,

coce

starting with dratting skills and contracting documents,
1ollowed by surveying, productivity measurement and
impr<Mtment. construction equipment management, estimating. and scl,edullng.
3
Graduates !TOm this program will typically seek employment
Lab
3 In areas of the construction lnduStry requiring quantita!MI
Phys 180 General f'!IYSic:s
skills and enttepreneul$hip.They wil work lo< general c:on1
CSXI 010 Ml Ele<;1Ml1
16 traci01$, specialty contractors, design-build firms and owner1
of constructed tadlitiea. This program attracts students who
Second Y...--f'\nt Semeetar
4 are primarily Interested in building construction.
Malh 264L CalcU1US Ill
3
The Bachelor of Science Program In Conslrudk>n
Phy9CS 181 Genenll Phytlcl
3 Management ls eocrediled by the American Council tor
CE202 EnglneeMO Stallcs
3 eonst,uctiOn Education.
CE283L T,wiap0ftatlon••-Syst..-n
~
--~--"-1
18 Total hours required lo< graduation-128
Cl9dlll
Finl Yeer-flrtt Seffld
s-,c,s.n-ter
11 IL General et,em1$tryllab
3
Malh 318 Applied OnlinarY ~ Equelionl 31 Chem
Math
\21
College
Algeln
3
~ E270L
ConlltnJ(:1lon Materlala Llbora'°'Y
3 Er,<J 10 \ Comp08ib011 t ExposltlOn1
CE 277 8Mlc PllnninO and Edfflatlog
E&PS 101 How !he Eal1h Worlt.s-M lntrodudion 3
3
ME308 OynemCI
3
10
Geology
Er,<J 219 --Technk:al
----1Writing

n

Second
er,<; 102Sel'MSW
CompoSltiOn II: Analysis and Argument1 3
4
Math
163L Cak:UluS
CS 151L
ComputerII Programming Fundamentals/

16

NOTES:
1 Core Curriculum electives from approved "sts.
2 See Department for approved Arch. CE/Arch, Const
and Mgt electives.Approval of Advisor required.

Pollcles on Academic Progress

-

MectlolMalef'
~ ol Material lAl><nlOfY
~~
CE 350 ~ Economy
CE 3S2 Compul,W ~ In CMI

_,;<CE302
; E303l
CE33 \L

fQADttOOQ
s,$ttUdUr8I 0Migtl I

3
3

•
4

3

I~

_q

'
'',

1l

1
17
3

avl1 et 91- ■ ,g deper1ment
uceplions 10 these polic,ea are ~ed to
penntSSIOO from the department c:t\arrperton.

2

CalQMI
Phy9CS 151 (3enefal pt,ys,cs I
CS 150L

1
4
3

r,ginffring courses required for the degree in clVl4 and
construction eng!Mering wrth a9f8de of C- or better.
2. Students are required to have satisfied au prerequisit,
before anrol1ing In acourse.
3. No student may enroll In acourse ,n the civil~ilg department without first earning agrade ol C- or
atia.. In al prerequisites for the course.
Students
must c:onl)lete amnm.m ol 24 credit hours
ol work applicable ID lhe degrN alter admission ID lhe

,
,,

16

Degrees Offered

M.S.In Civil Engineering
Concentrations:construction. hydraulics,env,ronmentaf
nearing, geotedlnical et ,gineeri, ,g, structural engme,
structural mechanics, transpor1ation. and water resouro

Thi lollowing policles apply to an students who have been Planl
dnltlad to the civil engineering department
1. 33 credit hour total. excluding 691 (Semonar)
2. 6or 9hours of 599 (Thesis)
1. Students must complete all mathematics, science and

'

V--f'lnt
~
314 Ur-1 Algebra

-·._Iha.I

- -central computing
lor
univ.ra.tya
system are

S,ecOnd semeater
Structures II
cArchE356382 and
Building Construction Materials
Methods
Mgt 303 2Managerial Accounting
Mgt Elective
1

Cooperative Education Program

3. A maximum 9 hours of thesi.s, Problems.
Independent A8M81dl comboned.
4. Amonimum 9hours of 500-IIMII courses
5. AmaximJm 6hours talcan in non-0egnte status
6. 2hours 691 (Semnar)
7 Gener.II Unrvwsily ol New MexJoo limrts. lOdl>
trans1er aedit. OOUBe wen from asingle pro:
bme ol complebon.
8 No credit is aao-l to, experienbaJ
Plan 11 1
1. 33 Cf9dil hour tlolal, excluding
2. 0,3, Of 8hours ol 588 (Mulet"I P1
3. Amuinun 6hours ot Pf001eme
AmMWTUTl 12 hours ot

l

l,,Kt\285
CE277
Econ \05

CM1 Engineering Laboratories

Ph.D. In Enolneerlng

N

3
3
3

_...

I CE. 3•,,c-,(.3),,) -r
f-

~ ~

~

----

3
18

'

3
~

I/NJ

lCl""f
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581. Klnetlc:9 of Cllemfcal Procfl-. (3)
Rate equations for simple and complex chemical processes.
both IIOmogeneOus and heterogeneous. Experimental melh·
ods and interpretation of kinetic data for use in chemical reactor design and analysis. Applications to complex industrial
problems. {Spring)
563. Advanced Radiation Shielding. (3)
Introduction to Monte Carlo techniques. sampling, and statistics of radiation process, charged particle interactions, three
dimensional radiation transport, design of shielding, shield
materials, shield heating, and shield optimization. Comparisons
will be made between the experimental performance and computer predicted peoormance of student designs.
PrereQUisites: 463. 525 or equivalent. (Fall , Spring upon
demand)

5911. Master·• Thesis. (1-6 hra. per semester)

See Graduate Programs section for total credit requin.n....._
Offered on a CR/NC basis only.
···- ,

610. Advanced Nuclear Reactor Theory. (3)
Development of calculational procedures for reactor ~
Topics: neutron transport, Monte Carlo, structure Bild U9e
large-scale computer codes, and applications to electroo
radiation transport.
Prerequisite: 511. (Fall 2000 and alternate years}

W:

699. Dissertation. (3-12 hra. per semester)
See Graduate Programs section for total credit requlremerc..
Offered on a CR/NC basis only.

566. Methods of Nuclear Reactor Safety. (3)
Development and use of logic-based methods for risk identification and assessment in nuclear facilities. Includes risk trees
tor nuclear reactor safety, logic trees tor physical protection .
Prerequisites: 231 , 410, or permission of instructor. (Spring}

sea.

Introduction to Space Nuclear Power. (3)
Introduction to design and mass optimization of Space Power
Systems, passive and actille -rgy conversion systems, and
design of RTG's, radiation shield, heat pipe theofy, design
and applications, advanced radiat01$, TE-EM pumps, and
Ofbital litetime calculations and safety.
Prerequisites: 231 or equivalent, 311 ; recommended: 410,
464. (Spring)
575. Selec:t9dToplca In Material Science. (1-3) 6
May be counted an unlimited number of limes toward degree,
wtth departmental app!Olllll, since content varies. Credit is
determined based on the content of the course. (Offered upon
demand}

571. Selected Topics In 1.-«>1 Science. (3)
Analysis of the motion of both charged and neutral aerosol
particles; motecular and convective diffusion, particle size and
classlflCatlon, coagulation, precipitation and particle capture,
current aerosol research and instrumentation. (Offered upon
demand)

nmothy J. Ward, Chairperson
The University of New Mexico
Civil Engineering
Tapy Hall, ROOfn 209
Albuquerque, NM 87131 -135 1
(505) 277-2722
Professors
James D. Brogan, Ph.D.. University of Tennessee•
Koon Meng Chua, Ph .D., Texas A&M University..
Walter H. Gerstle, Ph .D., Cornell University•
Jerome W. Hall, Ph .D., University of Washington•
Arup K. Maji, Ph.D., Northwestern University•
Gerald W. May, Ph.D., University of Colorado·
nmothy J. Ross, Ph.D., Stanford University•
Stephen P. Shelton, Ph.D., University of Tennessee•
Bruce M. Thomson, Ph.D., Rice University•
nmothy J. Ward, Ph.D., Colorado State University'

Aaaoclata Professors
Deborah J. Fisher, Ph.D.. University of Texas•
James R. Matthews, Ph .D., University of Missouri Rolla ..
Tang-Tat Percy Ng, Ph.D., Rensselaer Polytechnic lnstilul9'
John C. Stormont, Ph.D., University of Arizona•

Auletant Profeaaol's

580. Actvenc:.d Pluma Phyalc:a. (3)
(Also ollered as Physcs, EECE 580.) Plasma kinetics equations, Vlasov theories of plasma waves and microinstabilitles,
Landau damping, nonffnear evolution of Instabilities, turbu·
lence, applications, transport in ftuid plasmas: Fokker-Planck.
Krock colllsion model.
Prerequisite: 534 Of Physcs 534. (Spring 2000 and alternate
years}
582. Inertial Confinement Fusion. (3)
Theory and technology of inertial confinement fusion , including
ta,gel physics: laser and particle beam physics and technology; reactor eugil~ig.
Pre- or corequislte: 534 Of petmisslon of instructor. (Offered
upon demand}

518. Statlalcal DNlgn of Expertni.nta for

Semiconductor Manutec:turlng. (3)
Stali9tlcal tools lor oollection, analysis, and interpretation of
:iata. DNlgn and control of processes tor semiconductor
TillnUllcturing. Analysis of variance; randomization, replicaion, bloddng; lull-lactorlal, response-sur1ace, nested, split-lot.
raguchl designs; utllization of RS/1 software.

191. Radiation Protection Practicum. (S)
"TOINalonal practice experience in radiation protection and
lllYifonmen!al measurements In non-traditional settings
ll1def NI guidance of health physicists and radiation protec•
on ,.. r'-'A Internship arrangement with a local facility
~ ' I I ~11th pt,ysicists or related personnel such as a
lltional laboratory, analytical facility, or hospital.
'rerequlflte:,Pennission of Program Advisor. (Summer. Fall,
:c,rlngj
I
f

Julia E. Coonrod, Ph.D.. University of Texas·

Lecturers
Lary R. Lenke, M.S., The University of New Mexico'
Salvador Reyes, Jr., M.S. The University of New Mexico'

Proteuora Emeriti
John B. Carney, Jr., Ph.D., University of Arizona•
Richard Clough, Sc.D.. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology'
Marion M. Cottrell, M.S .• The University ol New MexicO'
Richard J. Heggen, Ph.D., Oregon State University'
Cornie L Hulsbos, Ph.D.. Iowa State University'
Roy L Johnson, Jr., Ph .D., University of Wisconsin'
J. E. Martinez, M .S. , Iowa State University'
Marvin C. May, M.S., Oklahoma State University'
Glenn A. Sears, Engr., Stanford University'
• Registered Professional Engineer in New Mexico.
•• Registered Professional Engineer in a state or territOIY
other than New Mexico

Introduction
Requirements for bachelor's degrees in Civil Engineeril!O·
Construction Engineering and Construction Mana~
Include the requirements of The University of New MeJiCO
Core Curriculum. In some cases. the choice of courses is 1811
to the student. See Specific core requirements and anawal)ie
courses.

Second Semester
Engl 102
Composition 11 : Analysis and Argument'
Math 163L Calculus II
Chem 122L General Chemistry/Lab
CS 151L
Computer Programming Fundamentals/
Lab
General Physics
Physcs 1

civil Engineering
(;Nil engineering is an extremely broad professional field .
~as of interest include such diverse subjects as the design
rJ ouildings. roads, and bridges, lheory of traffic flow. micro~
- earth physics, the stresses and strains induced in
,erospace slructures, the safety of lransportation systems,
t.e problems of air and water pollution. and the effects of
eartt,quakes on structures. Civil engineering problems involve
t.e physical, mathematical , fife , earth . social , and engineering
seences and may involve many other technical areas.
H0"'8ver, civil engineering does have a unique and unified
roie. In particular, civil engineering is concerned with the
engineering (planning , design, construction , and operation) of
systems of constructed facilities related to humankind's basic
needs and desires. Typical civil engineering facilities include
p nsportation systems. water conservation and distribution
systems, pollution conlrol and waste disposal projects, and
various structural systems such as buildings, bridges, and
aerospace vehicles and launching facilities. These facilities
are often large or extensive , and must be engineered as
operational systems involving the complex interaction of
many components with each other as well as wi th lhe physical and societal environment. The scope. complexity and
inlerdisciplinary nature of civil engineering continue to
ir,Crease rapidly with technological innovations . The spiraling
demands of population growth on the air-land-water environment pose numerous future challenges for the profession .

so

Second Year-First Semester
Math 264L Calculus Ill
Physcs 161 General Physics
C E 202
Engineering Statics
C E 283L
Transportation System Measure
Core Fjne Arts Elective 1
Second Semester
Math 316
Applied Ordinary Differential Equations
Construction Materials Laboratory
C E 270L
M 'E 306L
Dynamics
Econ 105
Introductory Macroeconomics 1
Engl 219
Technical Writing 1
Core Humanities Elective 1

4

3

3
17

4

3
3
3

3
16

3
1
3
3
3

3
16

Third Year-First Semester
3
Math 31 4
Linear Algebra
3
C E 302
Mechanics of Materials
1
C E 303L
Mechanics of Materials/Lab
CE 331L
Fluid Mechanics/Lab
4
Computer Applications in Civil Engineering 3
C E 352
C E 382
Transportation Engineering
3
17

The department prepares students to meet these challenges
through innovative application of science and engineering
principles, creative research to discover new knowtedge, and
imaginative design to satisfy society's needs. The department's required courses in construction, environmental,
geotechnical, materials, structural, transportation, and water
resources engineering ensure breadth in the undergraduate
program. Students seeking in-depth proficiency will usually
pursue graduate studies in specific fields of civil engineering .

Second Semester
C E 308
Structural Analysis
Structural Design I
C E 31 0L
C E 335
Introduction to Water And
Wastewater Treatment
C E 350
Engineering Economy
C E 360L
Soil Mechanics/Lab

Construction Engineering
and Management

Fourth Year2 -First Semester
C E 370
Engineering Materials Science
C E 442
Hydraulic Engineering and Hydrology
C E 472
Construction Contracting
Technical Elective o3
EngrSci elective EECE 203
--<Jr- Ch-NE/M E 301

Students who are interested in careers in the construction
industry can follow one of the construction oriented programs.
The first program is in construction engineering, a traditional
engineering curriculum with courses pertaining to the technical
aspects of construction and leading to a Bachelor of Science
degree in Construction Engineering . The second program is in
construction management. This curriculum includes approxi·
mately equal emphasis in engineering science, business and
management, and construction operations, and leads to a
Bachelor of Science degree in Construction Management.

3
4
3
3
~

17

3
3
3
3

3
15

Second Semester
C E 490
Civil Engineering Professional Practice
C E 499L
Design of Civil Engineering Systems
Technical Elective i:>J
Technical Eleclive4
Core SociaVBehavloral Science Elective 1
Core Second Language Elective 1

Minor Study Requirements
Students may earn a minor in construction management by
completing the following courses with a grade of C- or better:
C E 350, C E 470 and Mgt 361 , plus two courses from CE
472, C E 477 and C E 479L.

Curriculum In Civil Engineering
The Bachelor of Science Program in Civil Engineering is
accredited by lhe Engineering Accreditation Commission of
lhe Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology.
Hours required for graduation: 131 Credits

First Year- First Semester
Engl 101
Composttion I: Exposition 1
Math 162L Calculus I
Chem 121L General Chemistry/Lab
M E 101L
Introduction to Engineering Methods
Qore Humanities Elective 1

3
4

1
3
3
3
3

3
16

NOTES:
1 Specific Core Curriculum requirements.
2 Students must take the Fundamentals of Engineering
Exam prior to graduation .
3 Technical elective 0 : C E 411 . 424 , 436 , 440 , 462 and
4

482.
See advisor for a list of approved technical electives

\J-..l

Curriculum in
3

4
4

3

3
17

~

Construction Engineering
Construction Engineering is a tour-year program leading to a
Bachelor of Science degree in Construction Engineering.
Construction Engineering is a relatively new field, developed in
response to the evolving needs of the construction industry.
Large projects , both civil and industrial, have become so
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Math 314 is being dropped from the curriculum and will be replaced by a new 3-h course, CE 354
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he fi~s! two changes will bring our civil engineering program into compliance with current regulations from our
:cr~d1tmg agency for the BS program in civil engineering. 1l1e third change brings the program into compliance with the
•mculwn as currently offered.
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Curriculum in Civil Engineering
The Bachelor of Science Program in Civil Engineering is accredited by the Engineering Accreditation
Commission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology.
Hours required for graduation:}8"(Credits

.

130

First Year-First Semester
Engl 101

Composition I: Exposition 1

Math 162L

Calculus I
Engineering,t;ivil Engineering First Galley: 9/J/2002
Page2

Chem 121L

General Chemistry/Lab

ME 101L

Introduction to Engineering Methods

3

Core Humanities Elective 1

3./

4 ✓

✓ 4---- CvW'>-e ~

w \l

~-e..

17
Second Semester
Engl 102
Math 163L

Composition II : Analysis and Argument1
Calculus II

4 ✓

Chem 122L

General Chemistry/Lab

4v

CS 151L

Computer Programming Fundamentals/lab
General Physics

3 / ~-...,,---

Physcs 160

3 ✓

3v

-\:t:.
~e

if.o...WS e

WI

lI

17
Second Year-First Semester
Math 264L
Physcs 161

Calculus Ill
General Physics

C E202

Engineering Statics

C E283L

Transportation System Measure
Core Fine Arts elective 1

Second Semester

Math 316

Applied Ordinary Ditferential Equations

M E306

Dynamics

Econ 105

Introductory Macroeconomics 1

Engl219

Technical Writing1

Gore Hun::ianitios elooli¥o 1

Third Year-First Semester
Math 014

Linear ,A,lgoera

'.3

kCE 30SL(:,;., ;\ ~"'-"\ ✓ W\o.k."",J,/

CE 302
Mechanics of Materials
1
~CrEE-f381B0A-OL~---~MIAeelohA4a*AHfiee~o~f.J-M4Ea~to*r1ta·alE:ils1A:,l'_:aa1&e---------+C E 331 L
Fluid Mechanics/Lab
4
C E 352

Computer Applications in Civil Engineering

Lo. b .. _..

~

~::..:::-:::---------=---~-=--:---:::-::----- - - - ~3

" ' - (~C E 382

~E 35£\-

Transportation Engineering

Pmb ~ $-\o.t

t;;

Ce

__ __

___!)

17

Second Semester
C E 308

Structural Analysis

CE 310L

Structural Design I
Engineeringt{:ivll Engineering First Galley: 9/3/2002
Page3

4-

CE 335

Introduction to Water And Wastewater
Treatment

CE 350

Eng~neering Economy

CE 360L

Soil Mechanics/Lab

Fourth Year 2 -Firs

e er

,

.

1

3 ✓

-'\

-e-~fflr------{:;~~H~Aai~~~~~\eic~ ~veC E442

Hydraulic Engineering and Hydrology

CE 472

Construction Contracting

3 /

Technical Elective D3
EngrSci elective EECE 203L
-or-Ch-NE/ME 301

Second Semester

c E~4D'i
CE 499L

E.V\ 4..l"l ~ev ,~·, G +t.\,·~
.Ci. ii cagineariRtJ Pmtessionsl Praetise

" Design of Civil Engineering Systems .
Technical Elective D3
Technical

Elective♦44- /

Core Social/Behavioral Science elective 1
Core Second Language elective 1

NOTES:
1. Specific Core Curriculum requirements.
2. Students must take the Fundamentals of Engineering Exam prior to graduation.
3. Technical elective D: CE 411,424,436,440,462 and 482.
4. See advisor for a list of approved technical electives

UNM DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING (130 hrs)
Name:
Transfer Hours Accepted:

Student#
- -- - - - - -FE Exam taken

----

Fall

Spring
FRESHMAN YEAR
Cr

Engl

101

Comp I: Exposition

3

Math

162L

Calculus I

4

Chem

121L

General Chem/Lab

4

ME

101L

Intro Engr Methods

3

-- -

Core Humanities Elective

Gr

Pts

-

0

Engl

102

Comp II: Analys & Arg

3

-

0

Math

163L

Calculus II

4

-

0

Chem

122L

General Chem/Lab

4

-

3

Cr

0

0

cs

151L

Comp Prog Fund/Lab

3

0

Physcs

160

General Physics

3

Gr

Pts
0

-

0
0
0
0

0

0.00

0 .00

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Cr
Math

264L

Calculus Ill

4

Physcs

161

General Physics

3

CE

202

Engineering Statics

3

CE

283L

Trans System Measure

3

-

-

Core Fine Arts Elective

3

Gr

Pis

-

Cr

0

Math

316

Appld Ord Diff Equas

3

0

CE

352

Comp Appl Civil Engr

0

ME

306

0

Econ

0

Engl

Pis
0

3

-

0

Dynamics

3

-

0

105

Principles of Macro

3

0

219

Technical Writing

3

-

0

0

0.00

0

Gr

0.00

JUNIOR YEAR
Gr

Cr

Cr

Pts

CE

302

Mech of Materials

3

0

CE

308L

CE

-

305L

Civil Engr Materials/Lab

4

-

0

CE

310L

CE

331L

Fluid Mechanics/Lab

4

CE

354

Prob & Stat for CE

CE

382

Transportation Engr

Structural Analysis

3

-

Structural Design I

4

Wtr & Wastewtr Treat

3

-

0

CE

3

-

335

0

CE

350

Engineering Economy

3

3

-

0

CE

360L

Soil Mechanics/Lab

4

0

Gr

Pis
0
0
0
0
0

0

0.00

0.00

SENIOR YEAR
Gr

Cr

-

Core Humanities Elective

3

CE

-442

Hydrlc Engr & Hydro!

3

CE

472

Constr Contracting

3
3
-

Tech Elective D
EngrSciElct *

EECE 203Lor
CHNE/ME 301

-

3

0

Cr

Pts
0

CE

409

Engineering Ethics

1

0

CE

499L

Design of CE Systems

3

0

Tech Elective D

3

0

Tech Elective

3

0

-

Core Second Lang Elect

3

0.00

-

Core Soc/Behav Sci Elect

3

Gr

Pts
0

-

0
0

-

0
0

-

0

0

0.00

Be~ated CQucse§
None

0

3
3
3
-

0

1.

Core and technical electives from approved list.

0

2.

Technical Electives D: CE 411,424,440,436,462, & 482

0

3.

CE 499L must be taken during the final semester or the program.

0

4.

Student must take FE exam prior to graduation.

3

...._

OVERALL HOURS & GPA

NOTES

-

3

0
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CORE
Behavioral
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Humanities

CORE
Second
Language

ME 101L
Intro Engr
Methods

Math 162L
Calculus I

1
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Humanities

CORE Fine
Arts

cs 151L
11>t Comp Prog

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...... Comp Appl

I

Technical
Elective

~CE352
in CE

Fund/Lab

cE 3a2
CE 283L
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,91 Surveying I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T r a n s p o r t
Engineering

H

fci~:-4a·i··· ·
:Hwy. & Traf.
\Engineering__

CE472
Construction
Contracting

..............................
[EECE 203L
\Circuit
[Analysis I

.............._ ............

Math 163L
Calculus II

1

[ME 301
..,:Thermo)dynamics

CE 305L
Civil Engr
Materials

CE 308L
Structural
Analysis

[CE 411
(
\Reinf Coner l
[Design
j
...............

CE 310L
Structural
Design I

[CE 424
j
- - - - -;Struc Desgn j
[Metal
l.
.

CE409
Engineering
Ethics

.••·························._

..............................
..............................

1

Calculus 111

Physics 160
Mechanics

I

ICE 202
.., Engineering 1 ,c
Statics

.. 1

CE 360L
.. 1Soil
Mechanics

(CE 462
j
..;Foundation ~
\Engineering \

1

CE 354
H c E 442
~
Prob & Stat
Hydrlc Engr.
& Hydro!
for Engrs

............................ ,

icE 440
1
;Design of
_
~ H y d r.__Sys.__ ___1

............................
Chem 121L
General
1
Chem/Lab

..1General
Chem/Lab

Fluid
Mechanics

Engl 101
Comp I:
Exposition

Engl 102
.,,,Analysis &
Argument

CE 335
Water, WN

1

BS, Civil Engineering

(CE 436
\BiologWN
1Treatment

........................ ,...

Fundamtls
Engineering
Exam

Econ 105 H C E 350
Principles of
Engineering
Macroecon
Economy
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The first two changes will bring our civil engineering program into compliance with current regulations from our
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CIRT Impact Statement. Name of Individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. 111 necessary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes
If yes, have you resolved these issues with departmen branch involved? _ _ _ _ ( attach statement)
Effect Date of Proposed Change _Summer______ , _2003 _ _ __
Semester

RNjulnd Signatures:

No_X_

Ycar

1$~4

Date:
t) c\ 'L
Date: ~ 2 - Date:
Date:
Date:
Date: -~-/_,../_2_/1....,.0_2-_ __

Department Chairperson -e2.----!.~~~~~__:::.-,,..,..,-.,...-Dean of Library Services (II n
CIRT (ti necessary),_ _ _ _ __.,..__,'------.......1-------College Curriculum Committ~e
College or School Faculty (tin essary) _ _ _ __,,....,..,,...,.....,___,.-r--College or School Dean/Director of I n s t r u c t i o n ~ ~
FS Graduate Committee (If applicable) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:

FS Curricula Committee
C).~
Assoc. Provost for Academic Affairs 7~~ ~
Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 ate: ~~~,-,11'-t---..---Date:
Date:

-----------------

--------ll5/2£1Qb

----"'"'f_____

l~

: Q)

i~

: a.

MEMO
To: Computer Use Committee
From: Dick Howell
Re: ERP Resolution Text - Draft 2.0
Date: 10/04/02

Resolution on Faculty Engagement in Enterprise Resource Planning Project

Whereas the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system called SCT Banner, which
will have a campus-wide impact across all constituencies, has been approved and
funded by the University of New Mexico.
Whereas the faculty has a vested interest in all decisions related to the academic
program of the university, including: tools that involve the scheduling of courses and
instructors, grade reporting systems, research reporting tools and requirements, and
other new tools within the ERP which faculty will be required to understand and use.
Whereas the academic faculty currently has little information or contact with the
various planning bodies that will determine the uses of the ERP when it is
implemented on campus.
Be it resolved that:
The Computer Use Committee (CUC) of Faculty Senate requests that faculty
members be invited to sit on the various Planning and Implementation Committees
(Financial, Student Systems, Human Resources, and Alumni/Development) that are
charged with decision-making and eventual implementation of the ERP/Banner
system on UNM campuses. The CUC offers its assistance in identifying faculty
members to sit on each of the implementation committees to ensure that appropriate
representation takes place as this project proceeds.
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1:HTER GRADES ON-LIME:
FALL 2002
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Be the Instructor of Record
Must Have a UNM NetlD
(To create an account go to http://www.unm.edu/cirt/email)
Go to www3.unm.edu/sis/ClassList
(Try Demo at www3.unm.edu/sis/DemoClassList )
Grade Lists for Short courses will be available on the last
scheduled day of course. Grade Lists for 16-week classes will be
available on Dec 7, 2002. Grade List will be available through 7
pm on Jan 2, 2003.
For Comments, Questions, or Concerns
Contact dkayer@unm.edu
Go to http://webmail.unm.edu to access your unm netid email.
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Office of the Registrar I University of New Mexico
Student Services Center, Room 261
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Class Lists
Demo
Web Grades
Demo
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Notice
The data which you are accessing contains information which should not be released
to others, for ethical and legal reasons, or both. Student information is specifically protE
under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA) . The data on th
screens is for departmental use only. Please contact the Records Office at 277-2916
if you have questions.

Class Lists
Web Grades

------·----- - - These web pages are best viewed under Internet Explorer version 6 or Netscape 6 or t
Web Grades does not function correctly under Netscape version 4.7.

Comments to sis .webmaster<@unm .~u

https://www3. unm.edu/sis/ClassList/Menu.cfm
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You are entering a UNM Secure Service -- please log in!

IPassword:'.· ·

UNM Netld:

I

· ··--·····--· --·1 Login

I

Your Netld is your UNM email account. If your email address is 'xxx@unm.edu', your email account would
be 'xxx'.

~

Remember to Logout when you finish using Class Roster Services!

-

~

Need a UNM NetlD?

Comments to sis.webmaster.@.unm.edu
\
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Computing Resources at the University of New Mexico
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Network Status
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About UNM I Academics I Current Students I Departments I Faculty/Staff
Health Sciences I Libraries I Prospective Students I Research I Home

I
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WebCT
Search

Network Connections
E-Mail & Web Authoring

NetID and Password

Campus Computing Facilities

Create a NetID

Computing Providers

Text Version

Help, Support & Training
Computing Groups

E-mail
Mulberry E-mail Program
Web Authoring

The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-0111
Copyright© 2000 The University of New Mexico.
See our Standard Disclaimer and Copyright Information Page.
The University of New Mexico is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution. In accordance with the American with
Disabilities Act, the information in this site is available in alternate formats upon request.
Comments to docs @unm.edu

http://www.unm.edu/computing/
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The University of New Mexico
New UNM NetlD Creation
Welcome! This application will create a UNM NetID for E-mail and Internet use. You will be asked
to provide:
I. Your Date of Birth and your 9-digit UNM-ID Number (SSN).
2. A NetID (it will be part of your e-mail address).
3. A Password (your secret code to log on with).
Please respond to the following Computer Use Agreement. Read each term below and type "yes" to
agree.

I. I will be responsible for all use of this computer account.
2. I will not use the computer account for commercial purposes.

3. I will not use the computer account to engage in any form of illegal software
copying or other copyright infringement.

4. I will not attempt to access accounts, files or information belonging to other
users without their knowledge and consent.
5. I will not willfully use my computer account to harass other computer users.

6. I will not use the computer account in such a way as to violate state or federal
law or UNM policy.

I
I
I
I
I
I

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THESE RULES WILL RESULT IN SANCTIONS,
INCLUDING REMOVAL OF ACCOUNT, DISCIPLINARY ACTION AND MAY SUBJECT
YOU TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES.
Click on the "Continue" button to proceed.

View the UNM Acceptable Computer Use Policy, UBPPM 2500 for more detailed information.
Questions and comments to CIRT Computer Accounts Office: clrk@unm.edu, 277-8130 or 2778131.

fl.
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The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Copyright C 2000

https://www2.unm.edu/cirt/nac?unix
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View a demo
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About Web grade reporting.
Grades are due 48 hours after the final examination.

Final course grades are submitted to the registrar on the Web through the grade submission system.

a

----

'N")>

A Web grade sheet is generated when an instructor chooses a class from his or her list of classes in the Web
Grades application. It contains all students officially registered for the course on the day before the grade sheet
is created. Once the Web grade sheet is created, information provided on it doesn't change, though a student's
grading or registration status may change. The Web grade sheet must be completed and submitted for
processing by 7:00 p.m. to be processed on the same day.
Web Grades will be unavailable between 7:00 and 8:00 nightly.
At 7:00 p.m. each weekday, Web grade sheets are processed and posted. Grades will become available to
students via I-TEL UNM when processing has completed. You will be notified via email that the course was
processed. Grades will be reflected on Class Lists the following day.

~

Instructions for Assignment of Grades.
A copy of the Web grade sheet, signed by the instructor of record, may be required by your department.
For grade changes after grades have been submitted, please submit the Instructor Initiated Grade Change
and Incomplete Removal Form to the Records Office. Grade changes will be accepted up to 30 days ~fter the
end of the semester. After that time, all changes also require the signature of the College Dean or Department
C-hair.
.
Titles of individual study and problems courses are not included in the title of the course. We encourage you to
provide documentation stating the title to students enrolled in these courses.
SPECIAL GRADING: Courses to which special grades pertain will show only those grades which are valid for
that course.
Grades of WP, WF, or WNC are not acceptable unless an official withdrawal has been processed by the student.
Assignment of a grade will be required for all students not properly withdrawn from the course.
IF A STUDENT'S GRADING OPTION OR COURSE STATUS IS INCORRECT, assign temporary grade 'NR',
then use the Email function on the grade sheet to communicate the correct grading option or course status and

,iv1

.unm.COU/SlSI Oemo(..lassL1sV About(j

Llass List :::,erv,~e~

'.C

grade to the Records Omce.
IF A STUDENT IS NOT LISTED ON THE GRADE SHEET. send a memo to the Records Office giving the SSN,
name, and grade.
ndergrad, Non-degree and Law School Grading System
IA+. A, A-. s♦,-s--:-s-. c+, c~c~o~o--;-o- passing gra_des ____ j ~ • . A, A-. ~!• B, B-, c+, c passing grades
failed
D+, D, 0- not allowed for graduate_students
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1
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![COMP l:__E~_J=>-~~l_!._~9-!':J __ _![~? _____________!

IFALL 2002 1ENGL 101 il.!£1
I ENGL 219 :1~

:[ TECHNICAL WRITING __ \I_ 1_8___ ___ ------- __!

I FALL 2002 1ENGL 296:[~

- __ .I EARLY AMERICAN LIT_ \[_15 ___________!

I FALL 2002 1ENGL 3~5_1~
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I FALL 20021 ENGL 420 ilgQl
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Back to List of Classes

~

This is a list of classes for which you are the instructor of record. Reasons why one or more
classes may be missing from the list:

~

~

1) You are not known to the student information system (SIS) as an instructor of the class (95%).
2) Your SIS social security number does not match your HRS social security number (4%).
3) There is a problem identifying you from the authentication database (1 %).
To display students in a class, click on the section number.

Comments to sis.webmaster_@_unm.edu
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Demo - Grade Submission
Help!

FALL 2002
Back to List of Classes
This grade sheet is due 48 hours after the final exam.

~

----

Below is a list of all students registered for this class.
A grade must be entered for every student.

~
Course:
INuml

-

~

01 ENGL 345 006

ss~

I

T/HOMER'S JOURNEY

Name

l..':iraoe

~011egejCrecf1

1 888934820 BANH.TAWNY

AS

3

2 888814133 BATOFl,CSILLA

ASM

3

3 887229685 CROZIER.BREWSTER

GRAD 3

4 888716679 ELOl,DAMIEN

ND

3

5 888373968 HEISTER.DANNY

AS

3

6 8890938441 HERMAN,FRAN'5 •.

ASM

3

F

3

8 888646273 SARGENT,GENE

AS

3

9 888450001

AS

3

-

7 888111435 SAIVE,JEAN-MICHEL

SYED.MATTHEW
Save

A+ A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D D-

I

F

W NR Reset

0000000000000000 ®
A+

A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D D-

F

I

W NR Reset

0000000000000000 ®
A+

A

A-

B+

B

B-

C+

C

F

I

w

NR Reset

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

A+ A A- B+

s-

B- C+ C C- D+ D D-

F

I

®

W NR Reset

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ®,
A+ A

A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D D-

F

I

W NR Reset

0000000000000000 ®
A+

A A- B+ B

B- C+ C C- D+ D

D-

F

I

W NR Reset

0000000000000000 ®
A+ A

A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D

0-

F

I

W NR Reset

0000000000000000®
A+ A A- B+ B

B- C+ C C- D+ D D-

F

I

W NR Reset

0000000000000000 ®
CR

0

NC

0

I

0

w

NR Reset

0

0

®

Credit/No Credit
j

NM Class List Services

http:/ twww J .urun.edU/s1s1 LJemouassL1su uemoueU-uK.crm·tL-1U= j't:J

L_Save i every 1O minutes to avoid losing your data.
[__~u_bmit___; this grade sheet for processing.
If a student's grading option, course status, or number of credit hours is incorrect, or if you need to temporarily leave a grade
blank, assign grade 'NR', then click here for a pre-addressed pop-u~ Email window to communicate names and correct
information to the Records Office. Please refer to students by name;o not use social security number. If name alone does not
identify a student, use the last four digits of the social security number. To add a student to this class, please send a memo to
the Records Office.
Comments to sis.webmaster_@.unm.edu
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Back to Web Grade Sheet
Assigning grades to students:

Click on the radio button (circle) below the grade you wish to assign.

-

Only grades which are valid for that student and course will appear. For example, a student taking the
course for CR/NC will show only those radio buttons. For graduate students, C-, D+, D, and D- will not
appear.

~

No

Students who have already received grades, such as WP or WF, will show only that grade.
To avoid losing data, click Save at least once every ten minutes.
When all grades have been entered, submit your grade sheet for processing by clicking the Submit
button at the bottom of the page. An email notifying you that your grade sheet was processed will be
sent when processing is complete.

~
Comments to sis.webmaster.@.unm.edu

'I
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Faculty Web Resources
Class Rosters/Web Grades Security Environment Profile:
Network:
• An enterprise fir~wall is in place to help filter common attacks and viruses from
impacting the Leto web server.
Server:
• Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) Certificates are installed on the Leto server.
• Leto server has limited login access to developers and system administrators only.
• No data is actually stored on the web server, all data is stored on secure Oracle
database servers
• The Cold Fusion server, Leto, was established as a 'secure' server by CIRTSystems (operating system was 'hardened' to limit compromise).
• The Leto server forces use of the SSL secure session, even if an attempt is made
to use an insecure URL.
Web Browser:
• Every web session is SSL secured meaning all data transferred between the user's
browser and the web server is encrypted.
Application:
• The applications use embedded SQL Procedures to reduce the risk of the Oracle
data being compromised should the Leto server be broken into.
Key Security Practices:
•
•
•

NetlD's and passwords should not be shared.
Notification emails should be read and the activity verified.
Your NetID and password replace your signature on the Faculty Grade Report
(FGR).

NM ~lass List Services

http://www3 .unm.edu/sis/DemoClassList1M enu .cfm

The UniV~N~iffie.''f'Mex!~oLogout

Notice ·
The data which you are accessing contains information which should not be released
to others, for ethical and legal reasons, or both. Student information is specifically protected
under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA). The data on the
screens is for departmental use only. Please contact the Records Office at 277-2916
if you have questions.

Class Lists
Web Grades

These web pages are best viewed under Internet Explorer version 6 or Netscape 6 6r better

Comments to sis.webmaster@unm .edu
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You are entering a UNM Secure Service -- please log in!
UNM Netld:; .

.

]

Password f

. ]

( Login

Your Netld is your UNM email account. If your email address is 'xxx@unm .edu', your email account would
be 'xxx'.

Remember to Logout when you finish using Class Roster Services!

~
.........,-

Need a UNM NetlD?

Comments to sis.webmaster.@yD_m.edu
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IF A STUDENT IS NOT LISTED ON THE GRADE SHEET, send a memo to the Records Office giving the SSN ,

name, and grade.
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passing grad':s

_

/F __ failed __ ----- --·· ___________ -----·------ _______________

!!Graduate and AGSM Grading System

I

llA+, A, A-, B+, B, 8-, C+, C

\

]IC-, D+, D, D~ __!aile~-----

Q
EJ

passing grades

not allowed for graduate students
___ _ __

___

I
I

incomplete (used only for reasons beyond a student's
□ incomplete (used only for reasons-6eyond a student's
I
control, work required at grade time has not been
control, work required at grade time has not been
·
completed); incompletes are not to be assigned to students
completed); incompletes are not to be assigned to students
who stop attending class
who stop attending class
- -- --- - ---------- - -----·--- --- --- -------. --- ------- - - - ~~===::====;===i===;:x====;=:::::;=::==.=;.==::::;=:::;=:::;===.;=:=;==;
indicates passing grade
or etter or students enrolled
indicates passing grade {c.; or b~_tter) for students enrolled
under CR/NC grading option; status indicated to the right of CR under CR/NC grading option; status indicated to the right of
student name on the Web grade sheet
student name on the Web grade sheet
~ in icates unsatis actory - or below pe ormance under
indicates unsatisfactory{(.;- or below) performance under
CR/NC grading
CR/NC grading
(WP \[officially with~rew pa_:is_~ g
_
_ _
IIWP \::::
lo::;:;;ffi=,c=ia=11y=w=ith=d=re=w=p=as=s=in=g= = = = = = = = = = = :jl

c.J

EJ

1Nc7
c.J

I

offi~ally withdrew faili~~utes in grade point average) IIWF \!officially withdrew failing (computes in grade point average)
~ 0 1cia Y Wit rew with unsatis actory - or below
O 1cially withdrew with unsatis actory
- or be ow
performance in CR/NC grading option
performance in CR/NC grading option
acu ty a mm1strat1ve Wit rawa USe -~ t e lrlSt~uctor - determines that the student never attended the class, or
Ith .
.
. .
catastrophic illness of the student, or other factors beyond
PR
esis or dissertation in progress
1__
the st~~ent's control) _ _ _
=:::::;:::::::;:::::::;::::::::;::::::;:::::;::::::::::;:::::::;:::::::::;:::;:::::::;::::::::::;::::::::;:::::::;:::::;:::::::::::;:::;:;:::::;:::;::::::;:::::;::::::::::;::::::::::;::::::::::;::::::==:;
acu ty a ministrat1ve wi drawal used · the instructor
I temporary delay of final course grade (should be
· W
determines that the student never attended the class, or
accompanied by explanatory email to Records)
catastrophic illness of the student, or other factors beyond
_
the student's control)
-- ~ - - ----- -- -- - - ------------------ ---====::;::::::;:=:::;;;;;:;;;::;;::::;::=======:::;:::;:::;::::::;:====.I
.----..!temporary delay of final course grade (should be
accompanied by explanatory email to Records)
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Instructor: TOELLNER,PETER
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Back to List of Classes

lli•M·PiWI
This is a list of classes for which you are the instructor of record. Reasons why one or more
classes may be missing from the list:
1) You are not known to the student information system (SIS) as an instructor of the class (95%).
2) Your SIS social security number does not match your HRS social security number (4%).
3) There is a problem identifying you from the authentication database (1 %).
To display students in a class, click on the section number.

.lLComments to sis.webmaster@.unm.edu
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Demo - Grade Submission
FALL 2002
Back to List of Classes
This grade sheet is due 48 hours after the final exam.
Below is a list of all students registered for this class.
A grade must be entered for every student.

Course:
1Num

-

~

::S::SN

01 ENGL 345 006
I

T/HOMER'S JOURNEY

Name

~raae

ICOllegeic.;redl

1 888934820 BANH,TAWNY

AS

3

2 888814133 BATOFl,CSILLA

ASM

3

3 887229685 CROZIER.BREWSTER

GRAD 3

4 888716679 ELOl,DAMIGN

ND

3

5 888373968 HEISTER,DANNY

AS

3

6 889093844 HERMAN.FRANK

ASM

3

7 888111435 SAIVE,JEAN-MICHEL

BUS

3

8 888646273 SARGENT.GENE

AS

3

9 888450001 SYED.MATTHEW

AS

3

A+ A A- B+ B

B- C+ C C- D+ D 0-

F

I

W NR Reset

O O O O O O O O ·O O O O O O O 0
A+ A

A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D 0-

F

I

®

W NR Reset

0000000000000000 ®
A+
A
A- B+
B
B- C+ C
w NR Reset
F
I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ®
A+ A A- B+ B

B- C+ C C- D+ D 0-

F

I

W NR Reset

0000000000000000 ®
A+ A

A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D 0-

F

I

W NR Reset

0000000000000000 ®
A+ A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D D-

F

I

W NR Reset

0000000000000000 ®

~

A+ A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D D-

~\

F

I

W NR Reset

0000000000000000 ®
A+ A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D 0-

F

I

W NR Reset

0000000000000000 ®
I
w NR Reset
CR NC
Credit/No Credit
0 0 0 0 0 ®

Save
of2

8/21/02 9:35 AM

I save/ every 10 minutes to avoid losing your data.

I Submit

f this grade sheet for processing.

If a student's grading option, course statas, or number of credit hours is incorrect, or if you need to temporarily leave a grade
blank, assign grade 'NR', then click here for a pre-addressed pop-u~ Email window to communicate names and correct
information to the Records Office. Please refer to students by name;o not use social security number. If name alone does not
identify a student, use the last four digits of the social security number. To add a student to this class, please send a memo to
the Records Office.
Comments to sis.webmaster.@unm.edu
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Back to Web Grade Sheet
Assigning grades to students:
Click on the radio button (circle) below the grade you wish to assign.
Only grades which are valid for that student and course will appear. For example, a student taking the
course for CR/NC will show only those radio buttons. For graduate students, C-, D+, D, and D- will not
appear.
Students who have already received grades, such as WP or WF, will show only that grade.
To avoid losing data, click Save at least once every ten minutes.
When all grades have been entered, submit your grade sheet for processing by clicking the Submit
button at the bottom of the page. An email notifying you that your grade.sheet was processed will be
sent when processing is complete.

.JL

Comments to sis.webmaster@.unm.edu
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Faculty Web Resources
Class Rosters/Weh Grades Security Environment Profile:

Network:
• An enterprise firewall is in place to help filter common attacks and viruses from
impacting the Leto web server.
Server:
• Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) Certificates are installed on the Leto server.
• Leto server has limited login access to developers and system administrators only.
• No data is actually stored on the web server, all data is stored on secure Oracle
database servers
• The Cold Fusion server, Leto, was established as a 'secure' server by CIRTSystems (operating system was 'hardened' to limit compromise).
• The Leto server forces use of the SSL secure session, even if an attempt is made
to use an insecure URL.
Web Browser:
• Every web session is SSL secured meaning all data transferred between the user' s
browser and the web server is encrypted.
Application:
• The applications use embedded SQL Procedures to reduce the risk of the Oracle
data being compromised should the Leto server be broken into.
Key Security Practices:
•
•
•

NetID's and passwords should not be shared.
Notification emails should be read and the activity verified.
Your NetID and password replace your signature on the Faculty Grade Report
(FGR).

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 2003-2005 ACADEMIC CALENDAR
(Proposed)
SUMMER SESSION
Undergraduate application and credentials deadline
Instruction Begins
8-week term
1st 4 - week term
2nd 4 -week term
Registration ends - last day to add courses or change sections
8-week term
1st 4 -week term
2nd 4 - week term
Last day to change grading options
8-week term
1st 4 -week term
2 nd 4 - week term
Last day to drop a course without a grade
8-week term
1st 4 - week term
2 nd 4 - week term
Last day to withdraw without approval of college dean
8-week term
1st 4 - week term
2 nd 4 - week term
Independence Day, holiday
Session ends
8-week term
1st 4 - week term
2 nd 4 - week term

SUMMER 2003

SUMMER 2 0 04

May 1, Thursday

April 30, Friday

June 9, Monday
June 9, Monday
July 7, Monday

June 7, Monday
June 7, Monday
July 6, Tuesday

June 13, Friday
June 10, Tuesday
July 8, Tuesday

June 11, Friday
June 8, Tuesday
July 7, Wednesday

June 20, Friday
June 13, Friday
July 11, Friday

June 18, Friday
June 11, Friday
July 9, Friday

June 27, Friday
June 18, Wednesday
July 16, Wednesday

June 25, Friday
June 16,Wednesday
July 14, Wednesday

July 18, Friday
June 27, Friday
July 25, Friday
July 4, Friday

July 16, Friday
June 25, Friday
July 23, Friday
July 4, Sunday
UNM Closed July 5, 2004
July 31, Saturday
July 3, Saturday
July 31, Saturday

August 2, Saturday
July 5, Saturday
August 2, Saturday

Tentative start date Summer 2005 - June 6, 2005

FALL SEMESTER

FALL 2003

FALL 2004

Undergraduate application and credentials deadline
Instruction begins
Registration ends - last day to add courses or change sections
Labor Day; holiday
End of fourth week; last day to change grading options
E~d of sixth week; last day to drop a course without a grade
Mid- semester (eighth week)
Fall Break

June 13, Friday
August 25, Monday
September 5, Friday
September 1, Monday
September 19, Friday
October 3, Friday
October 18, Saturday
October 16 - 17
Thursday - Friday
November 14, Friday

June 15, Tuesday
August 23, Monday
September 3, Friday
September 6, Monday
September 17 ,Friday
October 1, Friday
October 16, Saturday
October 14 - 15
Thursday - Friday
November 12, Friday

November 27 - 30
Thursday - Sunday

November 25 -28
Thursday - Sunday

December 12, Friday
Decemberl3, Saturday
December 13 - 20
Saturday - Saturday
December 19, Friday
December 20, Saturday
December 19, Friday

December 10, Friday
December 11, Saturday
December 11 - 18
Saturday - Saturday
December 17, Friday
December 18, Saturday
December 17, Friday

End of twelfth week; last day to withdraw without
approval of college dean
Thanksgiving, holiday
W~tltdrawal deadline; last day to withdraw from a course
WJ.tlt approval of college dean
Last day of instruction
Final examination period
Last day for report of removal of incomplete grade
Semester ends
Commencement (subject to change)

Tentative start date Fall 2005 - August 22, 2005

-

33D

SPRING SEMESTER

SPRING 2004

SPRING 2005

Undergraduate application and credentials deadline
Martin Luther King Jr. Day, holiday
Instruction begins
Registration ends - last day to add courses/change sections
End of fourth week; last day to change grading options
End of sixth week; last day to drop a course without a grade
Mid- semester (eighth week)
Spring Recess

November 14, Thursday
January 19, Monday
January 20, Tuesday
January 30, Friday
February 13, Friday
February 27, Friday
March 13, Saturday
March 14 - 21
Sunday - Sunday
April 16, Friday

November 15, Monday
January 17, Monday
January 18, Tuesday
January 28, Friday
February 11, Friday
February 25, Friday
March 12, Saturday
March 13 - 20
Sunday - Sunday
April 15, Friday

May 7, Friday

May 6, Friday

May 8, Saturday
May 8 - 15
Saturday - Saturday
May 14, Friday
May 15, Saturday
May 15, Saturday

May 7, Saturday
May7-14
Saturday - Saturday
May 13, Friday
May 14, Saturday
May 14, Saturday

End of twelfth week; last day to withdraw without
approval of college dean
Withdrawal deadline; last day to withdraw from a
course with approval of college dean
Last day of instruction
Final examination period
Last day for report of removal of incomplete grade
Semester ends
Commencement (subject to change)

Tentative start date Spring 2006 - January 17, 2006
Published by Registrar's Office

November 2002

November 18, 2002
To:
Senate Operations Committee
From: Steve Preskill, Honorary Degree Subcommittee Chair
Re; Honorary Degrees
On October 29 , The Honorary Degree Subcommittee unanimously
recommended that two nominees receive honorary degrees. The Senate
Graduate Committee unanimously endorsed these recommendations at their
meeting on November 7.
The two people recommended are:
Dr. Klaus Keil
Jimmy Santiago Baca
Dr. Klaus Keil is one of the most distinguished professors in the history of the
University of New Mexico. In 1968, he accepted the directorship of the Institute
of Meteoritics and helped to turn it into an internationally renowned center. Dr.
Keil has received many of UNM's top awards for faculty, including being honored
with:
♦ The Annual Research Lecturer in 1981
• Presidential Professor in 1985-90
♦ James E. Zimmerman Award in 1988.
Dr. Keil retired from UNM in 1990 and is currently the Director of the Hawaii
Institute of Geophysics and Planetology.
Jimmy Santiago Baca is a distinguished and prolific poet, screenwriter, film
producer and novelist. He is a world-recognized author, born in 1952 in Agua
Fria, a New Mexico farming community on the edge of Santa Fe. A great deal of
his poetry is autobiographical and deals with his life in New Mexico. His awards
include:
• National Endowment of Poetry Award
♦ Vogelstein Foundation Award
• National Hispanic Heritage Award
♦ Berkeley Regents Award
♦ Pushcart Prize
• Southwest Book Award
• American Book Award
Most recently he has published a critically acclaimed autobiography-A Place to
Stand and a new collection of poetry - Healing earthquakes.

